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ERGODIC ATTRACTORS

CHARLES PUGH AND MICHAEL SHUB

Abstract. Using the graph transform method, we give a geometric treatment

of Pesin's invariant manifold theory. Beyond deriving the existence, unique-

ness, and smoothness results by Fathi, Herman, and Yoccoz our method allows

us to do four things: optimally conserve smoothness, deal with endomorphisms,

prove absolute continuity of the Pesin laminations, and produce ergodic attrac-

tors.

1. Introduction

In [FHY], Fathi, Herman, and Yoccoz present an exposition of Pesin's Stable

Manifold Theorem [PI, P2]. We intended to take up where they left off—

absolute continuity and ergodicity. To do so, we found it necessary to reprove

some of their results using graph transform techniques. As a by-product of this

approach, we are able to show that Pesin's stable manifolds are of class Cr when

r > 2 is an integer and the dynamics are only Cr. See §6. In §5, we present

the Pesin theory for endomorphisms. In §4 we establish absolute continuity of

the Pesin laminations and in §2 we use it to produce ergodic attractors.

Fix a diffeomorphism of a compact, smooth, boundaryless, Riemann m-

manifold /: M —► M, and let v e T M, v ^ 0, be given. The growth rate of

v under Tf" is A provided that

J- lim \Tf\v)\xln.
|n|—oo

Thus, \Tf"(v)\ ~ A."\v\ when \n\ is large. The set of all vectors in T M with

growth rate X, E , turns out to be a linear subspace of T M. We call it a

Lyapunov space. It is automatic that the Lyapunov spaces are 7y-invariant:

Tf{EXp) = E)p.
Equivalent to the idea of growth rate is that of Lyapunov exponent. One says

that x is the Lyapunov exponent of v if

X(v)=   lim  ilog|r/>)|.
I«I —i-oo n
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The vector v has Lyapunov exponent x if and only if it has growth rate

X = ex . Generally, we use the growth rate concept. The basic properties of the

Lyapunov spaces E   are described in

Oseledec's Regularity Theorem. Given f as above, there exists an f-invariant

Borel set ¿ft c M and, for each e > 0, a Borel function R£ : 31 —► ( 1, oo) such

that for all v eE*, peS?, and nel,

(a) ®,Exp = TpM.

(b) {Re(p)(\ +e)lnlyl < |7;/»|/A>| < {Re(p)(l +£)""}.

(c) <{EKp,EKp)>Re{p)-x if AnA' = 0.

(d) (l+e)-l<Rs(fp)/Re(p)<\+e.

Moreover, ¿f has "total probability" in the sense that ß{al) — 1 for every f-

invariant Borel probability measure ß on M, and the growth rates and Lyapunov

spaces are Borel functions of p €¿?.

(b) means that up to the factor in braces, Tf" is a dilation of E   by X" .

The angle referred to in (c) is the smallest angle between a vector from E   =
À A' 1

©/l€A E and one from E = ©¿€A, E . It is asserted that these spaces stay

perpendicular, up to the factor Re, as we iterate along the orbit, (d) means that

Re is slowly varying along the orbit [K]. Pesin calls the orbits in S? regular.

We call the function Re a regularity function. One could paraphrase Oseledec's

Theorem as:

Most orbits of / are regular, and over a regular orbit Tf"

resembles the n th power of a square matrix. The resemblance

is valid modulo a slowly varying fudge factor.

The proof of this truly remarkable theorem can be found in [O, R, or M2].

Definition. The points p ,y e M are exponentially forward asymptotic if for

some C > 0 and some X, 0 < X < 1,

d(f"y ,f"p)< CX"   for all n > 0.

The stable set of p e M is

Ws(p) = {y e M: y is exponentially forward asymptotic with p}.

Clearly, any two stable sets are either equal or disjoint, so

Ws = {W\p): pçM}

partitions M. We call Ws the stable partition of M. Exponential reverse

asymptoticity corresponds to n < 0 and the unstable set, Wu{p), consists of

all points which are exponentially reverse asymptotic with p. Correspondingly

we have the unstable partition Wu . (We are aware of the abuse of language

here; it would be more accurate to refer to Ws{p) as the "exponentially stable

set" but we will not do so.)
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Let ¿f be a regular orbit. If the growth rates of vectors v e T^M are never

equal to 1 then we say that <f is weak hyperbolic. Its weak hyperbolic splitting
is Eu ® Es where

X>\ A<1

The set of all weak hyperbolic orbits is denoted by 2P. When & is a periodic

orbit, weak hyperbolicity is the same as ordinary (or uniform) hyperbolicity,

and the weak hyperbolic splitting reduces to the usual one. The same is true if

<f is part of some hyperbolic set. Just as in the uniform case, one understands

the dynamics along an orbit via the stable manifold theorem.

Theorem 1: Pesin's Stable Manifold Theorem along one orbit. Suppose that the

dijfeomorphism f is of class C for some ß > ß' > 0. Let if be a weak

hyperbolic orbit with splitting Eu © Es and let psif be given. Through f"p

pass Cl+P discs Wun and Wsn tangent to Eu and Es at f"p such that the

unstable and stable sets of p are

w\p) = ij f\w\),    w\p) = u r\K)-
n>0 n>0

Moreover, f overflows {W^} and underflows {Wsn} in the sense that for all

n e 1 f(Wun) D W"n+l and f(Wsn) c WH+i.

In short, the weak hyperbolic linear dynamics over ¿f in TM "integrate" to

give corresponding weak hyperbolic, local, nonlinear dynamics along <f in M.

We are then justified in referring to W(p) and W\p) as unstable and stable

manifolds since they are monotone unions of discs and such a union is always

an injectively immersed Euclidean space [B]. See 3.8 for the proof of Theorem

1, and also 3.17 for the proof of some center manifold theorems under similar

hypotheses. In §6 we show how to make ß' = ß . See 6.4.

Next, we formulate the concept of absolute continuity of the unstable parti-

tion. Given p0 e %?, the set of weak hyperbolic orbits, we draw small, smooth

discs D and D', which pass near p0 and are quite transverse to Wu(p0). We

look at those pe/ near p0 whose unstable manifolds have the same di-

mension as W(p0) and which cross D, D1 locally. See Figure 1. (The word

"locally" suggests a lot of the weak uniformity of W" .) These intersections,

y = Wu n D and y = Wu n D', define a bijection h from a subset of D to

one of D' ; h is called a Wu-holonomy map, h: y ■-> y'.

Definition. Wu is absolutely continuous if its holonomy maps are always

Lebesgue measurable and transform Lebesgue zero sets of D to Lebesgue zero

sets of D'.

Theorem 2: Absolute continuity.  Wu and Ws are absolutely continuous.

Theorem 2 is Pesin's main technical result. See §4 for its proof. As an-

nounced in [PS2], we use it to produce "ergodic attractors".
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/ /

D D'

W\p)

W"iP,)^

Figure 1. ^""-holonomy

Definition. An ergodic attractor for / is an /-invariant, Borel set A c M

together with an /-invariant, Borel probability measure v on A such that for

some set W c M with positive Lebesgue measure

(EAi) Each w e W is attracted toward A , dist(f"w , A) —> 0 as n —► oo.

(EAii) v is /-ergodic.

(EAiii) For every continuous function <\>: M —<■ R and almost every point

w € W (respecting Lebesgue measure), the Birkhoff average of <f> along the

positive /-orbit through w converges to fA </> dv ,

SB M, w) = lim - Y<j>{fJw) = i <f>dv.

Theorem 3: Existence of ergodic attractors. Suppose that the diffeomorphism

f:M—>M is of class Ci+ß, ß > 0, and ß is an f-invariant, Borel, probability

measure such that

(i) / has almost no zero Lyapunov exponent respecting ß; i.e., ß{^) = 1

where ß? is the set of weak hyperbolic orbits.

(ii) ß induces a conditional measure on the local unstable manifold of ß-

almost-every p e %*, which is absolutely continuous with respect to its natural

Riemann measure.

Then, up to a set of ß-measure zero, %* is the countable union of ergodic

attractors Ai, and the ergodic measure vi on Ai is the normalization of ß. In

fact, somewhat more is true: the basin of attraction of Ai is the union of the

stable sets of the points in Ajt W = Ws At, and the Birkhoff average converges

for every w e Ws Ai.
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Corollary: Pesin's Ergodic Component Theorem. If f preserves Lebesgue mea-

sure and almost every orbit is weak hyperbolic then, up to a zero set, M is the

countable union of ergodic attractors. In particular, ergodic attractors exist.

Remarks. The manner in which ß induces measures on the local unstable

manifolds—disintegration—is explained in the proof. See §2. Recall that a

measure v is absolutely continuous respecting a measure p, v < p, if every

zero set of p is a zero set of v . "Countable" means finite or countably infinite.

It is always true that M can be partitioned into ergodic components Ca in

a way that disintegrates the measure ß onto the Ca, but in general there are

uncountably many Ca . See [M2]. For example, if /: S —► S is an irrational

rotation then, up to a zero set, the Ca are the two poles and the uncountably

many latitude circles. Although / preserves Lebesgue measure, none of its

orbits is weak hyperbolic.

One might ask: when is the number of ergodic components finite? In Pesin's

Ergodic Component Theorem, if ß? is compact then all of M is a single ergodic

attractor becasuse / is Anosov [M3]. It would be of interest to know in what

other circumstances the number of ergodic components is finite

2. Ergodic attractors exist

In this section we prove that Theorem 2 (absolute continuity) implies Theo-

rem 3 (ergodic attractors). Let G± and G be the sets of points p e M such

that for all continuous functions </): M —► R, the three Birkhoff averages

n-»oo in + 1   *--'
j=-n

exist and are equal. By [P'n], Gnff_nG+ = G* is of full /¿-measure and is

/-invariant. Also, continuity of <j> implies that G+ consists of whole stable sets

while G_ consists of whole unstable ones.

The set %? is the monotone union \Jx>i^(t) where 3?(t) — {p e %?:

no growth rate along the orbit through p lies in the interval [t_1 ,t]}. For

any x > 1, choose s, 0 < e «c t - 1, and determine a regularity function Re

from Oseledec's Theorem. Define ß?(r,N) = {p e 3F: Re{p) < N}. Since

Jf = \J^{t ,N) has /¿-measure 1, %* can be divided into countably many

hyperbolic blocks P of positive /¿-measure: each P is a small subset of some

%?(t) on which Re is bounded. See §3, especially 3.2 and 3.6.

Take any point p0 in such a P. By Theorem 1 (see also Theorem 3.8),

there exists a neighborhood U of p0, diffeomorphic to a product of discs,

U « Uu x Us, and a compact subneighborhood U0 of p0 such that the U-

local unstable manifolds through points of the closure of P n U0 are graphs of

maps Uu —» IIs with small Lipschitz constant. They depend continuously on
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p and are disjoint or equal. Dually, the ÍZ-local stable manifolds are graphs

of maps IIs —► Uu with small Lipschitz constant, they depend continuously on

p, and they are disjoint or equal. This gives a continuous product structure.

The unique intersection point Wv{p) n Wsv{q) need not lie in P , nor even in

%?, but it does exist if p , q lie in the closure of P n U0 . See Figure 2.

Without loss of generality we replace P by P n UQ n G* , for ß{M\G*) - 0

and F n U0 is just a smaller version of P .

Now we discuss disintegration. It is a kind of Fubini process, valid in great

generality [B'i]. The local unstable manifold Wv{p) is a Borel function of

p e P . (In fact it is continuous). This implies that ß disintegrates to measures

fl on the Wv(p), p e P [B'i, pp. 58-59]. They are Borel measures and they

satisfy a Fubini equation

ß(S) = j ßp(S)dn,

where S is any measurable subset of \JpeP Wv{p) and r\ is the "push ahead"

measure on P . That is, n(A) = ß(\Ja€A Wy(a)) for measurable subsets A c P .

To be more accurate, ß depends on Wy(p), not on p . To avoid this abuse

of notation, let us re-index Wv(p) by its unique intersection with Wv(p0). See

Figure 2. Thus, if y = W£(/>) n ^(p0) then we write Wy for ^(p) and

/t for ß . The space Y c ^¡jÍPq) of these y is compact and supports the

measure n. Let « be the restriction of /Z to W r\P, and call 7 = {y e

Y:W- Wv{p) for some p e P}. In fact, by continuity of Wv{p) for

p G P , Y is the closure of 7. The Fubini equation p(S) = /y /¿ (5) í/?/ holds

for measurable subsets 5 c U^gy ^ •

Figure 2. The product neighborhood of p0
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Assumption (ii) in Theorem 3 says that ß   < p   where p

Riemann measure on W„. Consider the subset P„ c W,

Nikodym derivative dp /dp
i

is the smooth

where the Radon

is positive. ' On P , ß and p are equivalent

measures. Without loss of generality we may assume that P' = Pr\W . For if

Z is the subset of P on which dßy/dp = 0, then P\Z is a hyperbolic block

and by the Fubini equation, ß(P) = ß(P\Z).

Inside P we produce sets E¡ and iterate them to get ergodic attractors as

follows. Let 3° — {Py} and define a relation on 3° according to local product

structure:

Pyi ~ Pyi   if Wsv{px) = Wsv(p2) for some p{ e Pyi, p2 e Pyj.

Enlarge ~ to an equivalence relation by forcing transitivity. See Figure 3. Let h

project P into Wy(p0) by sliding along {Wsv(p)} p . It carries equivalence

classes into disjoint sets, each of which has positive Riemann measure. For

ßy(Py) > 0 implies p (P' ) > 0, and absolute continuity of the ^-holonomy

map Wy(p) -> Wy(p0) (Theorem 2) then implies that pyo(h(Py)) > 0 for ally0\-\- yi

Therefore, there are only countably many equivalence classes, say

EX,E2, ... ,  and ß(P) = £/*(£,) • Discard those Et with ß{Et) = 0.

Set Ai - Saturate^,) = U„ez/"(^,)- Since Ei consists of whole P %

each of which has positive p -measure, Ws{Ei) has positive Lebesgue measure

by absolute continuity of Ws (Theorem 2); thus, WsAi has positive Lebesgue

measure, verifying (EAi) with W = WsAi. Also note that Ai c ß? since

E,; c P C ßf and ßf is /-invariant.

dpy/dpy > 0 at /?, , p2, p'2, py

Figure 3. The equivalence relation generated by

1 In fact, as pointed out to us recently by F. Ledrappier, one can show that Py = Wy by using

the Jacobian estimates in §4.
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Since Ei c G* and G* is /-invariant, Ai; c G*. For every continuous func-

tion 4> on M, the three Birkhoff averages 3S_{<j> ,a), 3#+(<j>,a), and 3§{<$>,a)

exist at all points a e Ai and are equal. Clearly, by continuity, 3§_{<t>,x) is

constant on any Py , and 3£+(4>,xx) = &+{<p,x2) for any x, e P'   , x2 e P

with P   ~ P   . Hence,
y\       yi '

For all continuous <t> on M , 3§_{<$>, a) , 3§+{<j>,a) ,and 3?(<j),a)

(*)       are the same constant function 3S(^) on ^(. Moreover, 3$+(<f>, z)

= 33{4>) for all ze W^..

Birkhoff averaging gives a continuous, onto projection

^,:^,1(^,i/)^Inv(/,i/)

where Inv(/,i^) are the /-invariant v-integrable functions. Also,

/ 3§{y ,x)dv = / y/dv.

See [P'n]. Take any y/ G i? (^¿, i/(.) where i/( is the normalization of ß\Aj.

Think of i/,. as a Borel measure on M. Then ^ can be J?1-approximated by

a continuous <fr on M. Since the ^-image of a dense set of such functions

is contained in the set of constant functions, the entire ^-image is contained

in the set of constant functions. In particular, Inv(/,iA) = Constants, so /

is iA-ergodic, verifying (EAii). Since the constant is / y/ dvi, (EAiii) is also

verified.

The equivalence classes Ei exhaust P up to a set of //-measure zero. Thus,

P is contained in the union of countably many ergodic attractors, and all of

them are contained in ßff. Since ßif is the countable union of such hyperbolic

blocks, and each hyperbolic block gives rise to only a countable number of

ergodic attractors, we see that, up to a set of /¿-measure zero, ßif is a countable

union of ergodic attractors.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Pesin's Ergodic Component Theorem. Lebesgue measure, when disin-

tegrated onto the local unstable manifolds W , satisfies dp ¡dp > 0 almost

everywhere. For the Lebesgue measure of open sets is positive and by the Fu-

bini equation this must be reflected on most of the W . This verifies (ii) in

Theorem 3. By assumption, almost all orbits are weak hyperbolic, which is (i),

and so, up to a zero set, ß? is the union of ergodic attractors AX,A2.

Since M\ßf is a zero set, the proof is complete.   Q.E.D.

Remark. When dp /dp > 0 almost everywhere (as is the case above) only

one equivalence class E, and only one ergodic attractor A arise from each

hyperbolic block P of positive measure.

3. The Pesin Stable Manifold Theorem

In this section, we investigate the local dynamics along weak hyperbolic orbits.

We will do so not only along a single orbit (as in Theorem 1 in §1) but also
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along all the orbits passing through a "hyperbolic block" as described below.

This lets us avoid many Borelian considerations. It also lets us estimate what

weak continuity exists in the unstable and stable partitions Wu and Ws.

First, we discuss the meaning of Oseledec regularity. Let TzM — (&xEz be

the Lyapunov splitting along a regular orbit. For any A c R, we set Ez =

0AeA Ez.   According to the definition of regularity, the angle between these

JSj, <(z) = min{<(Ez,Ez'):AnA' = 0} is bounded below by F£(z)_1

where Re is a regularity function. Thus,

<fz) > (REfz)-1 > (Re(z)(l +£)"")-'•

On the other hand, vectors in Ekz are dilated by the factor X" , up to (at worst)

a slowly growing factor. That is,

(Ä,(i)(l + e)l"l)-lXn < \Tf"(v)\/\v\ < RE(z)(l + e)MX".

To combine these estimates from several different Lyapunov spaces we use the

following simple lemma from linear algebra.

3.1. Lemma. Suppose that n:U*D is a projection of the inner product space

U into itself, n = n. Let a be the infimum of the angles between nonzero

vectors in the range and kernel of n. Then \\n\\ = cscq .

Proof. Express any unit vector u e U as v+w where v = nu and w = u-nu.

Clearly, v e range(n), w e kernel(7t). Call E1 = span(w ,w). If dim(£,/) ^ 2

then v - 0 or w = 0 and \nu\ = 0 or |7ru| = 1 respectively. If dim(£'') = 2

then from Figure 4 it is clear that \v\ < (sin a')-1 where a is the angle between

v and w . In either case, \nu\ < csca. The reverse inequality is equally easy

to prove.   Q.E.D.

Now take A = [a , ß] and choose an interval [a , b] containing [a, ß] in its

interior. Thus, 0<a<a<ß<b<oo.

3.2. Proposition: Growth Control. Given e > 0, there exists a regularity func-

tion Gc:S?->(l,oc) such that for all v e Ez

(GC.l) Ge(zyla"\v\<\Tfn(v)\<Ge(z)b"\v\,       «>0,

(GC.2) Ge(z)~lb"\v\<\Tf"(v)\<GE(z)an\v\,       n < 0.

Proof. Let n : T^M —► E be the projection whose kernel is the sum of the

Lyapunov spaces Eß with ß ^ X. Since the Lyapunov splitting is r/-invariant,

Tf and n commute. Choose ô > 0 such that S < e, ô < 1, a(3ô + 1) < a,

ß < b(3S+ l)-2. Thus, S «min{a-fl,i-j8}. Let Rs: 31 — (l.oo) be a

regularity function. If n > 0 then for all we£, ,

\Tf(v)\ < X>,(z)jïV|| M < 2Rs(z)2dim(E*)bn\v\.
A€A
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Figure 4. The range and kernel of it

w — Tf"(v) gives

Similarly, if w e Ekf„z, then \Tf "(w)\ < 2/^(/"z)2dim(£,A)cT"M . Taking

\Tfn(v)\>(2Rs(z)2dim(EA)ylan\v\.

Note that the factor (1 + ô)2" arising from the comparison of Rs{z)2 with

Rs(f"z)2 is absorbed by changing a" to a" because S<^a-a. The growth

control estimate (GC. 1 ) is then valid with

GE(z) = 2Rs(z)2dim(EA).

The square of the ¿-slowly varying function Rs is a 3(5-slowly varying function,

for (1 + Ö) < 1 + 33 when ô < 1. A constant multiple of a ¿-slowly varying

function is also ¿-slowly varying. Thus, GE is e-slowly varying, and since it

is > Rs, it too is a regularity function. If n < 0 then S -c b - ß implies

(GC.2).    Q.E.D.

When two functions are bounded on exactly the same subsets of their do-

mains, such as GE and Rs are, we say they are comparable. Let us apply these

ideas to the weak hyperbolic splitting E" © Es. For t > 1, let

ß?{x) = {z eS2: no vector in TzM has growth rate in [t~  , t]}.

Fix 1 < a < t and b = max{sup||r/||, sup||r/_1||}. Call Tuf and Tsf

the restrictions of Tf to Eu and Es. Modulo a growth control function

GE, the growths of Tuf" and Tsf" over ¿F(t) are controlled by [a, b] and

[b~l ,a~l] respectively. The e can be taken as small as desired.

The manifold M comes equipped with a smooth Riemann structure but

to prove Pesin's Stable Manifold Theorem we need to adapt it to the weak

hyperbolic splitting EU®ES. We will do so over ß?{z). Let ( , ) and | | denote

the inner product and norm associated to the original Riemann structure. The

new, or adapted, ones will be denoted by ( , )* and | |*. They are defined
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as follows.  Choose a constant ß,  1 < /¿ < a < x and write down a series

definition of the inner product ( , )* on TZM for ze/(r).

In,(v,v')* = ^2ß2n{Tf-"(v),rrV)>  ffv.v'eeuz ,
n>0

(v ,v')* = J2n2n(Tf"(v) ,Tf"(v'))   ifv,v'eEsz,
n>0

(v , v')* = 0   if v e E" , v' e Esz or vice versa.

3.3.    Proposition:  Adapted Finsler. The series above converge.   The induced

Finsler \ \* on T^,,.M is Borel and has the following properties:

(a) For any e > 0 and any \e-slowly varying growth control function G, there

exists an e-slowly varying Borel function Be : ß?{x) —► (1, oo) that is comparable

to G and satisfies

\[\\w\ < \w\* < Be{z)\w\,       w € TzM, z e ¿T(t).

(b) ll^/H* and \\Tzf~ II* are uniformly bounded for zê/(i).
(c) T#tx\f is uniformly hyperbolic respecting Eu © Es equipped with the

adapted Finsler | |* ; i.e., for all z e ß?(x),

\\tsj\\* <ß~l <\<ß<\\Tuzrl\cl.

Proof. This is much the same as Proposition 4 of [FHY]. For completeness we

present the proof anyway. By 3.2 ^e-slowly varying growth control functions

G do exist. The series are dominated by ¿^„>0{ß/a)2"G{z)\v\ \v'\. Thus, the

series converge, the adapted Finsler | |* exists and is Borel. By || ||* we mean

the operator norm respecting the Finsler | |*. If v € Esz and z € ß?(t) then

\Tf(v)\'2 = 52p2n\Tf+l(v)\2<ß-2\v\*2,
n>0

so \\Tsf\\* < p~x . Similarly, \\Tuf~x\\* < P~* > verifying (c). If v e Esz and

zeß?{x) then

\n>0 ) n>0

The same inequality holds if v e E" . The general vector w = v + v with

v g E" and v' e Esz satisfies

{\v\2 + \v'\2}l/2 < y/2\w\/sm(E",Es2) < 2y/2G(z)\w\

and so

\w\* = {\v\*2 + \v'\'2}112 < 4G(z)2a\w\/(a - /¿).
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As in 3.2, the bound BE = 4G(z)2a/(a - /¿) is e-slowly varying since G is

^e-slowly varying; and \w\* < BE(z)\w\. When G is bounded, so is BE. The

estimate on |iu|* from below is easy:

\w\ < \v\ + \v'\ < \v\* + \v'\* < y/2\w\*

since \v\ and \v'\ occur in the series defining \v\*2 and \v'\*2. This completes

the proof of (a).

Just as in [FHY], we claim

(*) lir/|f2<2||r/||2 + 5.

For if v e E" then

\Tzf(v)\*2 = ¿Zß"\Tfzrn{Tzf{v))\2 = \TJ{v)\2 + ß2\v\'2
n>0

<\\Tzf\\2\v\2 + m*2<{2\\Tzf\\2 + 4}\v\*2.

Combining this inequality, the fact from (c) that 117^/H* < /¿_1 < 1, and
Eu ± Es respecting ( , )*, we get

\TJ{w)\'2 = \Tzf(v)\*2 + \Tzf(v')\'2 < {2\\Tzf\\2 + 4}M*2 + Ir;'!*2

<{2||rz/||2 + 5}|t¿;r2,

which verifies (*) and half of (b). The other half of (b) is proved symmetri-

cally.   Q.E.D.

The next result is similar to Proposition 7 of [FHY]. We give its proof because

it is exactly here that Pesin's extra C smoothness assumption makes an

appearance. If / is C but not C +? for ß > 0, then 3.4 and 3.5 can fail,

causing the breakdown of Pesin's theory. See [Pu]. By / we will refer to

the map /, locally lifted to the tangent bundle via the smooth exponential

associated to the original Riemann structure,

TM —!—+ TM

exp exp

M   —1—+   M

Rescaling ( , ), we may assume that expz embeds each TzM(R), supz||7'z/||

< R, and

TzM{\) -^U TfzM(R)

exp. exp,:

M      —-!—+       M

commutes;  fz  is the restriction of / to  TzM .  There is no real distinction

between / and / ; / is merely the expression of / in the exponential charts.
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3.4. Proposition: C1 uniformity of /. Suppose that the diffeomorphism f: M

-* M is of class C for some ß > 0. Let s ,v > 0 be given. Then there

exists an e-slowly varying Borel "radius function" r£ : ß?(x) —>■ (0,1) such that

\\(Dfz)v - Tzf\\* <v,for all z e ß?{x) and all v e TZM with \v\* < rE{z).

Proof. Since / is C p on M and M is compact, Df is uniformly

Holder. There is a constant C such that for all v , v' e TZM(1),

\\(Dfz)v-(Dfz)v,\\<C\v-v'f,

where {Dfz)v: TZM —► T,ZM is the derivative of fz at the point i> . When

v' — 0, (Dfz)v, = Tzf since rz exp is the identity. Define e' < e by 1 + e =

(1 + ey. Replace e by e' in 3.3 and let BE, be the corresponding e'-slowly

varying function comparing the adapted Finsler to the smooth one over ß?(x).

Set

rE(z) = (v/2CBe,(fz)f».

It is e-slowly varying by choice of e'. If v e TZM and \v\* < r£(z) then

«(¿»/A-vir-,"^"»-^""^

< V2Be(fz)\\(Dfz)v - Tzf\\ < 2BE(fz)C\v\*ß < v ,

by choice of rE.   Q.E.D.

We extend 3.4 as follows. Let e, v , ß , ß' > 0 be given with ß' < ß. As

always, / is Cl+ß. Define e" by 1 + e" = (1 + e)ß~ß'. Thus, 0 < e" <

e < e. Let BE„ be the Finsler comparison function supplied by 3.3. Define

r:;T(T)-»(0,l) by

r(j) = \{vl2CBEll{fz))xl{ß-ß'\

Then r is e-slowly varying and, for v , v' e TzAf with \v\*, \v'\* < r(z),

\\{DfX - (Dfz)v,\\* < 2BE„(fz)C\v - v'\*ß

< 2BE„(fz)C(2r(z))ß~ß'\v - v'\*ß' < u\v - v'\*ß'.

To sum up, we have proved

3.5. Corollary:   Cl+ß'  uniformity of /. Given e ,v ,ß,ß' > 0 with ß' < ß
1 4-/?

and f eC , there exists an e-slowly varying Borel radius function r: ß?{x) —y

(0,1) such that

\\(Dfz)v - (Z)/Z)„,|r < v\v - «T"' -        M* - I»T < r{z).

The function r~x is comparable to a growth control function for Tf on ß?{x).

Definition. If a growth control function GE is bounded on a subset P of J*(t)

then P is called a hyperbolic block for G£. Since P need not be /-invariant

we are led to consider its saturate, \Jk&1 fkP .
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By discarding overlaps and accepting arbitrarily large bounds, we can find a

countable family 3° - {P} of disjoint, Borel, hyperbolic blocks whose saturates

partition ßf[x). For each P Çl3° there is a radius function rp given by 3.5

such that \\(Dfz)v - {Dfz)v,\\* < v\v - v'\*ß whenever |uf ,|r/f < rp(z),

z e Sat(P). On P , r~x is bounded because it is comparable to GE. Redefine

a Borel radius function r: ß?{x) -► (0,1) as follows. Each z e ß?{x) belongs

to fk{P) for some P G 3° and some smallest \k\ ; P and \k\ are unique. Set

r(z) = (l+erlklinf{rp(p):p€P}.

Similarly, define G{z) = (1 + e)1*1 sup{GE(p): p e P}. Then r and G are

Borel, e-slowly varying, and constant on P . Thus,

3.6. Proposition: Hyperbolic blocks. Given e, v, ß, ß', f as above, there

exist an e-slowly varying growth control function G, a countable family 3° of

hyperbolic blocks for G, and a positive, Borel radius function r: ß?{x) —> (0,1)

such that

(a) The saturates of P €3° partition ß?{x).

(b) On each P, G and r are constant.

(c)If\v\\ \v'\*<r(z), zeSat(P),then ||(Z>/r)„-(/>/,)„,If < v\v-v'\*ß'.

Here is another property of hyperbolic blocks.

3.7. Continuity Lemma. The weak hyperbolic splitting of TM over the hyper-

bolic block P extends to a unique continuous Tf-invariant splitting TpM —

Eu © Es where P is the closure of P in M. The growth controls along orbits

through P extend to growth controls along orbits through P.

Proof. Note that ß? and 31 may fail to contain P. Let pk —» p as k —> oo,

where pk€ P and p e P . Since the Grassmannian is compact, we may assume

that Eu   and Es   converge, say to F" and Fs. By 3.2

G~la   <\Tf"(v)\<Gb" ,        n>0,

G'lb" <\Tf"(v)\<Ga" ,       n<0,

for all unit vectors v e Eu\p , G being the value of G(p) on P . Since Tf" is

continuous, the same expansion estimates hold on Fu . Corresponding contrac-

tion estimates hold on Fs. Now suppose that a second sequence p'k tends to

p and the subspaces Eu, , Es, converge, say to f"   and Fs . The expansion

u' s'
and contraction estimates hold on F and F too. If v is a vector in T M

which does not lie in Fs then v = x + y where x e F" , y G Fs, and x ^ 0.

As n —* oo, \Tf"(x)\ grows more rapidly than a"/G while \Tf"(y)\ —* 0.

Thus, such a v cannot lie in Fs ; i.e., Fs c Fs. Similarly, Fs c Fs , so they

are equal. Likewise, F" = Fu . It follows that Fu © Fs is continuous over P .

Saturating the splitting by 7//-iteration produces a well-defined 7/-invariant
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splitting over Sat(P) because EU@ES is //-invariant, and the growth controls

persist.   Q.E.D.

It is now an easy matter to find the unstable manifolds through orbits of a

hyperbolic block P c ß?{x). We merely work in the adapted Finsler, where /

appears to be uniformly hyperbolic, and apply the uniform Unstable Manifold

Theorem.

3.8.    Pesin's Cl Unstable Manifold Theorem on Sat(P). Suppose that the dif
1 4- R

feomorphism f: M *2> is of class C , 0 < ß < Lip, and r is the radius

function supplied by 3.6. For each z G Sat(P) the unstable set Wu(z) is lo-

cally the graph of a C map wu: E"(r(z)) —> Esz(r(z)), exponentiated into M,

and p r-+ Wu(p , •) is C -continuous respecting p G P. We call this local unsta-

ble manifold W"{r). At z it is tangent to E". Under f, Wu(r) = {W"(r)}

overflows in the sense that f{W"(r)) D W"z(r).

Proof. By 3.7 the weak hyperbolic splitting over P extends to a continuous

splitting E" © Es over the closure P of P in M. The growth control and

adapted Finsler also extend continuously. Let H be the disjoint union of the

iterates of P, say H = |J Pk , equipped with the metric

d{zMidM(z , z)    if z , z G Pk for some k ,

diam(M)   if z g Pk , z G Pk, for some k ^ k'.

By definition, Pk n Pk, = 0 for all k ¿ k' even though / P n / P may be

nonempty. The restrictions of Ë" , Es, and | * to Pk are continuous. Rescale

| f on THM = U TpM as follows. If v G TzM, z G H, set |«|" = \v\*/r(z).

Impose | * on THM. (Note that | * depends on e (through r ) but |

does not.) Respecting | "*, fz is a C -uniformly hyperbolic embedding of the

unit ball U,. For
z

ll»»/,).-r,/ir-n.l(a/-»-'t;.r-/(")l"
w^O \W\

K^DfX-TJW'^KuiX+e)

shows that fz is C -uniformly approximated by Tzf on Uz ; and T f is

uniformly hyperbolic because, respecting | **, it expands E" at least as sharply

as /¿/(1+e) and contracts Es at least as sharply as (l+e)//¿. The uniformity

refers to z varying over H .

The standard graph transform construction of unstable manifolds in [HPS]

or [S] applies to the collection of embeddings /,: t/T —> TfzM, z g H. In

the standard case one requires that / lifts a diffeomorphism at a compact

hyperbolic set. Although H is not compact, the lift / is uniformly hyperbolic,

respecting [••}**, and that, not compactness, is what counts.

Here are a few details. Let U" , Usz be the unit balls in E" , Esz respecting

| f*. Choose a family of C   functions w = {wz}z€H such that w^: U" —► U[
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has ||(£>wz)Jf* < 1 for all z G H, x G U" . We may choose the wz to depend

continuously on z G H in the C sense. (For example, since Eu and Es are

continuous on H, wz = 0 is C continuous.) The graph of wz is a trial disc

Dz ; it is a candidate to be W" . Apply / to all the trial discs and cut the images

down to unit size: Dx fz = f{Dz) n V, . These Dx ,¿ are new trial discs. Let

3 = {Dz}zeH and 3>x = {Dx z}zeH . By exactly the same estimates as in [HPS,

pp. 40-46; S, pp. 39-44], Dx fz is the graph of a C1 map f#wz: U"z — Usfz

with \\{Df#wz)x\\** < 1 for all x G U1. We have merely graph transformed

each and every wz by fz. Therefore, we can iterate, getting a sequence of

families of discs 3>n, « = 0,1,.... Exactly as in [HPS or S] 3n uniformly

C -converges as n —► cc. See 3.9 for a closer look at this convergence.

Note that C -convergence respecting |   * implies C -convergence respecting

f . For when passing from one norm to the other we are merely rescaling by the

factor r(z). It is interesting that under such linear rescaling, Cr-convergence

can be lost for r > 1. In §6 other means are used to understand the Cr nature

of the unstable manifolds.

Call W" = limn Dn z. This limit disc is C1, tangent to E" , and overflows

in the sense that f(W") d W"z. Respecting | f, W" has size r(z). Call

Wuz{r) = exp(ÏTz"). Then Wuz(r) is C1, is tangent to E", and f(Wuz(r)) d

Wtz{r). As a function of p G P , W"(r) is C1-continuous.

/ expands W" by at least the factor /¿ and so approximately the same is

true of / on Wz(r). For exp has derivative the identity at the zero section

and the smooth Riemann structure is comparable to the adapted one by an

e-slowly varying comparison function. Thus, under /~", points of W"(r)

are exponentially asymptotic as n —» co . That is, W"{r) is contained in the

unstable set (see §1) of z, W"(r) cW"{z).

On the other hand, suppose that f~n(q) is exponentially asymptotic with

z as n —♦ oo, say at the rate X" for some X < 1. For small e and large n ,

X" < r{f~nz) and so f~"(q) lifts to an /-orbit that is exponentially asymptotic

with z inside the neighborhoods Uf_„z. By the characterization of unstable

manifolds in the uniform case, these f~n{q) lie in W"_„q; that is, locally,

Wu{z) and W"(r) coincide. (In particular W"(r) is uniquely locally deter-

minedby z and is independent of e .) This completes the proof of 3.8.   Q.E.D.

Remark 1. The corresponding Stable Manifold Theorem follows, in the diffeo-

morphism case, by considering /~  . For the endomorphism case see §5.

Remark 2. It is only to get 3.4 that we use / G Cl+ß , ß > 0, in an essential

way. If / is merely C1 but the conclusion of 3.4 happens to be true anyway—

that is, / is uniformly C1 respecting adapted coordinates on a slowly varying

neighborhood of cf{p)—then the conclusion of 3.8 holds: / has C stable

and unstable manifolds along (9{p).
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We need to sharpen 3.8 somewhat. We know that the trial discs given by

w„ = f§(wo) converge c'-uniformly to Wu = graph(w;"). In fact the conver-

gence is exponential in the following sense. Respecting the Finsler | f *, / is

C'-uniformly hyperbolic with uniform hyperbolicity rate (1 + e)//¿ < 1. The

proof of the Unstable Manifold Theorem in [HPS or S] produces a contraction

at this rate. That is, for some constant C,

(a**) \wn(x)-wu(x)r<C{(l+e)/ß}n,

(b " ) \\(DwJx - (Dw\\r <C{(1+ e)lß)n.

(Actually, C = 2.) These estimates are uniform over all n > 0, all x G E"(r),

all z G H, and all choices of the initial family of trial discs w0 . To sum up,

3.9. Addendum: Exponential C -convergence. Let H be the saturate of a

hyperbolic block. If the graphs of wQ: EuH(r) -* EsH(r) form a family of C

trial discs of slope < 1 with respect to | f then the natural iterated graph

transform gives a sequence of families of trial discs of slope < 1 that are

graphs of maps wn : Eu{r) —> Es(r), n > 0, and for all x G E"(r), z eH,

(a*) \wn(x)-wu(x)\* <Cr(z){(l+e)//¿}\

(b* ) Wi^nh - (¿*Alf <C{(1+ e)/ß}n.

Proof. Since | f at z is just the dilation of | f* by r{z), || \\* — \\ |f*

and (a**), (b**) imply (a*), (b*). Note also that trial discs in (TzM(r), | f )

with slope < 1 are trial discs in (TzM(\),\ f*) with slope < 1 and vice

versa.   Q.E.D.

In the proof that Wu and Ws are absolutely continuous, we will need

to understand the Holder properties of iterated trial discs and the unstable

.<

,WJ < ' (Til \ ' . i P ̂  * L1^' .

. <i_\^-— e" _: .^Z-^-^*^— e"

« /•

I
—-F

Es

TM \z : • J/zM        .

,.."..I.... -   • - .V.

Figure 5. The natural action of Dfz on a prospective

tangent plane
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manifold. We take some v G TzM(r), z G H, and express (Dfz)v respecting

the Eu © Es splitting as

A..    B..
V>fX =

C,   K

A   ■ Fu —► Fs R  ■ Fs —> F"
av . tLz -> nfz ,     Dv . zz ->■ &fz ,
C ■ Fu —> Fs        K ■ Fs -+ Fs

The tangent plane to a trial disc at v can be thought of as the graph of a

linear map P: E" —► Esz. Since the slope of the trial disc is < 1, ||P|f < 1

also. The natural action of (Dfz)v on such planes is graph(P) i-> graph(Pj),

where graph(PJ is the (Z)/z)w-image of graph(P). See Figure 5. A formula

describing P, is

Pl = Tf#(P) = (Cv + KvP)o(Av + BvP)-1.

See [HPS, S], or §6. By 3.5 and choice of ß, both factors have norm < 1, so

we can iterate, getting Pn: E"„z —► EÍ„z with ||P„|f < 1 and

graph(P„) = (DfX (graph(P)).

To apply 3.5 we must assume that f'v G TM(r), 0 < i < n; i.e., \v¡\* <

r(f'z). If v lies on Wz(r) or is very near it then indeed f'v does stay in

TM(r). Now suppose that P' : Euz —► Esz represents a second prospective tan-

gent plane. We compare Pn and P'n where graph(P^) = (Dfz)v,(graph(P')),

v being some other point of TzM(r). We call v\ = f'(v'¡) and we assume

that v'j also lies in Tf,zM(r), 0 < i < n.

3.10. Proposition.

il n n'll*   ^  /-i    V^        -'l '       l*/?'    .       -«im n'll*
^„-■PJ     < C   >      ß    \vn   ,-vn   ,\       +ß     \\P - P

where C is a uniform constant, 0 < ß' < ß, and, as above, ß under-bounds

the hyperbolicity of Tf respecting the adapted Finsler.

Proof. Omit the subscripts "v " and write \\PX - P'x\\* as

< ||(C + KP) - (C' + K'P')\\*\\{A + ßP)-'|f

+ \\C' + k'p'\\'\\{A' + B'P')~\Á + B'P')(A + BP)~l

- {A' + B'P')'\A + BP){A + BP)~l\\*

<{\\C- C'|f + \\K(P - P')|f + ||(tf - K')P\\* >/¿-'

+ ß-i{ß~1[\\A - Á\\* + \\B\P' - P)|f + ||(fi' - B)P\\*]/¿"'}

<4z^|?;-íJ,f/?'+/í_1||P-P'lf .

where v is the /î'-Holder constant of Tf respecting | f , 0 < ß' < ß. See

3.5. Beginning with ||PW - Pn'|f and applying this inequality repeatedly gives

the result.   Q.E.D.

3.11. Corollary: Cl+ß -uniformity of W" . Over the saturate H of a hyperbolic

block the discs W" g W are uniformly of class Ci+ß , ß' < ß, and the same is
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true of f "-iterated families of trial discs converging to Wu . In particular, each

W"{r) is of class Cx+ß . Everything is measured with respect to the adapted

Finsler.

Proof. As usual, the diffeomorphism / is assumed to be C , ß > 0. Let

wz: E"z(r) — Esz(r) be a family of Cl+ß' maps such that \\Dwz\\* < 1 and

the /?'-Holder constant of Dwz is uniformly bounded as z ranges over H.

For instance, we could take wz = 0. Let 3 denote the family of trial discs

which are the graphs of the maps wz and let 3n denote the /"-iteration of

3. The disc Dnz G 3n is /"(Z), „z), cut down to size r(z). Let wnz be

the map whose graph is Dnz. Let Pn , P'n represent the tangent planes at some

vn ,v'n G Dnz . Automatically, f~J{vn) - v, and f~J(v'n) - v'j lie in TM(r),

0<j<n. By 3.10,

Il n r>'ll*    ^   •"*     V^ -'l '        \*ß'    . "«Il n r>'ll*

WPn-PnW    <C   ¿Z   »     K-i-Vn-l\       + V      \\? ~ P \\
l<i<n

where P ,P' are the tangent planes to Df-„z at v = f~"{vn), v' — f~"{v'n).

Since / expands horizontally more sharply than /¿, we see that \vn_¡-v'n_(.f <

M~'K-v'n\\ Since Df.nz isCl+/?', HP-P'lf <L\v-v'\*ß' <L\vn-v'Sß'.
Thus,

\\pn-pN<[c^ß-i+L\\vn-v'sr

It follows that wnz has uniformly bounded C size. The /J'-Hölder con-

stant of Dw„z is < {C/(/¿ - 1) + L} . By 3.8 wn converges C'-uniformly to

wu. Therefore w" is also uniformly C       . Thus, W" and W" are C

too.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Actually,  W" is of class C      . See Theorem 6.4.

Theorem 3.8 describes W locally in the adapted norm | f , but we can also

ask how it looks in the original smooth norm | |. The space TzM is split in

two ways:

e"®esz = tzm = e"z® e"1

where Eu denotes the orthogonal complement of Eu respecting the smooth

Riemann structure ( , ).  We will find subdiscs of W" which are graphs of

maps gz: E"(r') —» E" (/•') where r is comparable to r and the Cl+ß size

of gz is uniformly bounded. We call them round u-discs of radius r . This is

an improvement to 3.8. Although the adapted norm is needed to get the local

unstable manifolds to be overflowing, the smooth norm can be used to view

them as graphs. The same will be done for iterated trial discs converging to

Wu . This is a more delicate issue than just changing coordinates. We need to

use the Holder properties of the unstable manifolds. See Theorem 3.13.
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It is easier to abstract the situation a little. Let £ be a Banach space with

two equivalent norms and two splittings. Say the norms are | | and | |', the

splittings are Ex © E2 = E = E[ © E2, and n¡'. E -* E¡, 7i'¡: E -* E'¡ are the

corresponding projections, i = 1,2. We assume

(1\ II It 1 II II I I I I 1 Mil'

1) ll»ill= 1 = \\n2\\'        IKH = 1 = \\*2\\

where || || and || ||' are the operator norms induced by | | and | |'. Note that

(1) holds if (,),(, )' induce | |, | |' and Ex ± E2, E\ ± E'2. Let B be a

comparison constant for the norms, B~l < | |/| |' < B. Note that || ||' < 52|| ||

and vice versa. Set E¡(r) = {v G E¡: \v\ < r}, and £,'(r) = {v G E'r. \v\' < r}

for / = 1 ,2.

Now suppose that g is a given map Ex{r{) —► E2 . Its graph is an £,-disc

G in E, G = {x + g(x) : x G Ex (r)} . We give sufficient conditions for there to

exist a map g : E'x(r'x) —► E'2 such that

(2) r[ - rx/2B   and G contains G - graph(# ).

3.12. Lemma. Let splittings, norms, and projections be given that satisfy (1).

Assume that Ex = E\, although \ \ and \ |' may be different norms on Ex.

Suppose that G is the graph of a C1 map g: Ex(rx) —> E2 and

(3) |g(0)| < Jr, ,       B2\\Dg\\ < I.

Then there is a unique Cl map g : E'x(r'x) —> E'2 which obeys (2). Also,

(4) l*Y<*2|*|   and   \\Dg'\\'<B2\\Dg\\.

By \g'\' > e(c> we refer to supx \g'(x)\', etc.

Proof. Figure 6 shows us what to do. It is clear that g  satisfying (2) is unique

and C1 if it exists. We define

h(x) = x + n\{gx),       g'(x) = n'2{g(h~\x))).

h->x X      /\ **■'.■'
E,        E'

/ 2     \

Figure 6. How to view the disc G as a disc d
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By (1) and (3), \\Dh - idx\\ < \\n'x\\ \\Dg\\ < B2\\Dg\\ < \, so by the Inverse

Function Theorem, we see that h embeds Ex (rx ) onto a set containing Ex (¿rx ).

Besides, Lip(/z_1) < 2. Since \v\' < r[ = rx/2B implies \v\ < B\v\' < \rx, we

see that h~l is well defined on E[(r[). This makes g well defined and (2) is

satisfied by construction. Property (4) is immediate.   Q.E.D.

3.13. Proposition: Round and flat «-discs. In the sense explained below, un-

stable manifolds and iterated trial discs contain round, fairly flat u-discs of com-

parable radius.

Given the C diffeomorphism f of M and given e > 0, we find e-

slowly varying Borel radius functions r , r : ß? —► (0, 1 ) and a countable family

3° of hyperbolic blocks P whose saturates partition ß? such that r, r are

constant on each P and W"(r) contains a round t¿-disc of radius r'(z) for

all z G Sat(P). The maps gz: E"(r') -* E" whose graphs are these round

t¿-discs in W" are of class C1+/? , 0 < ß' < ß , and if z g fkP then they are

fairly flat in the sense that |g2|Ci ={0 as \k\ —► oo. The radius r'(z) of the

disc on which gz is defined varies slowly as k —> oo.

If D — graph(w;) is a trial disc in T M(r), p G P , and Dn = graph(iun) is

its /"-image, cut down to size r(f"p), then, for large n , Dn contains a round

t¿-disc Gn of radius r'(fp), and it too is fairly flat— |<?JCi =t 0, as n -+ oo.

Everything is measured with respect to the unadapted Finsler | |. This family

3° is probably finer than the one produced in 3.6 for an e-slowly varying growth

control function.

Proof. It suffices to consider the set ß?{x) of weak hyperbolic orbits whose

growth rates lie outside [x~ ,x\. As in 3.3, we choose the constant ß, 1 <

ß < x and construct the adapted Finsler | f . We may assume 1+e < ß . Choose

any /?', ß", 0 < ß' < ß" < ß. Next, fix e" and then e , 0 < e' < e" < e,

such that

(5) (l+e')2<(l+e")r <(l+e")3< l+e</¿.

By 3.2, 3.6, there exist a ^e'-slowly varying Borel growth control function G,

an e'-slowly varying Borel radius function r : ß?{x) —► (0,1), and a countable

family 3° of hyperbolic blocks P on which G, r are constant. Fix a P G 3°

and let H = \_\Pk where the Pk = fkP, k g 1, as in 3.8. By 3.8, 3.11 the
1+5"

local unstable manifolds of radius r exist and are uniformly C over H,

everything being measured with respect to | f . That is, W" is the graph of a

Cl+r map wuz: Euz{r) - Es.(r) such that w"z(0) = 0, (Dw")0 = 0, and Dw"

is uniformly /?"-Holder. Let v > 1 be its ^"-Holder constant.

Let BE, be an e'-slowly varying Borel comparison function for the Finslers,

Be,(zfl < \v\*l\v\ < Be,(z),        0/t/e TzM , zeH.
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Choose a constant c> 0 such that for all p G P

(6) ABE,{p)2vcß"'ß' < 1.

(6) is satisfiable because, by 3.3, BE, is bounded where G is bounded and G

is constant on P by construction. (The same cannot be said for a hyperbolic

block on which an e-slowly varying growth control function is constant. We

need e , not e .) Define r, : H —* (0,1) by

rx(z) = cr(P){l+e")~W   if z G Pk ,

r(P) being the constant value of r on P . Since r is e'-slowly varying, rx < r.

Clearly r, is e"-slowly varying. Call wQ the restriction of w" to E"(rx),

z E H. We want to apply 3.12 to w0 where B = B£l(z), the two splittings are

E" © Esz = TzM = E" © ¿Y""1, and the two norms are | f , | |. It is clear that

condition (1) is met. For (3) we must check two things: |u>0(0)f < \rx and

B \\DWq\\* < \ . Since tu0(0) = 0, the first is trivial. Also, Dw0 is uniformly

^"-Holder, \x\* < rx, and {Dw0)0 = 0, so we have

B2\\(Dw0)x\\* < B2v\x\*ß" < (BE,(p))2ur(P)cß" (}* + ÍL)     ■
V(l+e )p  J

By (5), (6) we see that ä2||(Z>uj0)jc||* < \ for all fceZ, and

(7) B2\\(Dw0)x\\* =t0   as|fc|->oo.

From 3.12 we conclude that ÍVz contains a round disc Gz = graph(gz) of

radius r'(z) = rx{z)/2BE,(z) and \gz\c, < B2\w0\c¡ . By (5), r is e-slowly

varying. Also, for x G E"(rx), z G Pk , and \k\ —> oo,

ß2Klc ^ ^(^'{^(z) + l}||(Aü0)jf =t 0

by (7). Hence |^z|Ci ={0 as \k\ -* oo.

Now suppose that D isa C trial disc in T M(r) and Dn is its /"-image,

cut down to size rx(f"p), n > 0. To apply 3.12 to Z)n we check two things:

K(0)f < ¿r,(/» and 52||Z>t¿;n|f < I. By 3.9, (6), (7) we see that

K(0)f < C i^-J   rx{f"p) < ¿r,(/V)   for « large,

and

52||Z>u,jf < B2{\\Dwn - nw0\\* + \\Dw0\\*}

which converges to 0 as n^oo. By 3.12, for large n, Dn contains a round

«-disc Gn = graph(gn) of radius r'(f"p), and just as for w0, \gn\a 4 0 as

n^oo.    Q.E.D.
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We also will need to understand the Jacobians of / on trial discs. Ordinarily,

one only speaks of the determinant of a linear transformation of a vector space

into itself, T: V *d . But it is also possible to speak of the determinant of

T : V —► W if V and W are finite dimensional inner product spaces. For any

« vectors wx ,w2, ... ,wn G W, let Q be the parallelotope {X^A^V 0 ^

at < 1} . It has a well-defined «-dimensional volume vol(ß) = \w'x \ \w'2\ • ■ \w„

where w'x = wx w2 is the component of w7 normal to w i ' and w'_ is

the component of wn normal to spaniu;,, ... , wnX} = span{ioJ, ... , w'n_x} .

Vol(Q) is independent of the order in which the vectors occur.

The determinant of T: V —► W is the volume of the parallelotope spanned by

T(ex), T(e2), ... , T(en) where ex ,e2, ... ,en is an orthonormal basis of V.

It is well defined and satisfies the usual properties of determinants: det(T) ^ 0

iff T is 1-1, det(S o T) = det(S) det(T). If one wishes to give det(T) a sign,

one must assume V and W are oriented and have the same dimension. We

do not need signed determinants below.

Now consider a smooth (or C ) trial disc D in TpM(r). As in 3.8,

let Di be f'D, cut down to size r(f'p), and suppose that for some v g

D, vt = f'v g TM(r), 0 < i < n. The tangent to f\D is a linear map

Tf: TvDi —> Tv Di+X and it has a determinant respecting the adapted inner

product ( , )*. We call this determinant the Jacobian of f \D at v¡ and denote

it by J*(v¡). Let D' be a second trial disc in T M{r) containing a second

such point v . Call q ,q the points where D ,D' cross Ws and call qt =f'q,

q\ = f'q . See Figure 7. We compare the Jacobians at the various points as

follows.

Figure 7. Iterated trial discs
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3.14. Proposition: Jacobians. Over a hyperbolic block, the infinite product

n~i J*{Qi)IJ*{Q,) converges uniformly and the finite products

are uniformly bounded. If \vn — qn\* and \v'n - q'n\* are small and n is large

the finite product approximates the infinite one.

Proof. We know that respecting the adapted Finsler,  Tf expands Eu by a

factor > /¿ and contracts E   by a factor < ß    . Thus, for 0 < i < n ,

i 'i* ^   -»i 'i* ^   -'
\Qt-Qi\   <ß    \%-QQ\   <ß    ■

Let the graphs of Qn , Q'n : E" -► Es represent Tq (Dn) and Tql{D'n). Then by

3.10,

\\Q„-Q'„W<c ¿2 »-'ün-i-Cf' + /*-"
l<i<n

<cy: ß-(ß-ß,)n-+ß-n

\<i<n

<Cn{ß-ß')n+ß-\

This quantity is exponentially small; i.e.,

K-q'S+\\Q„-Q'Xicyßy
for some constant C' and some ß" , 0 < ß" < ß'. Thus,

\j\qn) - J\q'n)\ < v\C\ß-ß")"f < C"{ß-ß'ß")n.

By 3.3, Tf~    is bounded respecting | f , so J*(q'n) is bounded below and

\j\qH)IJ*{qn)-\\<C"\ß-ß'")n

for a constant C1" and a /?'", 0 < ß'" < ß". This proves that the infinite

product converges.

The estimate on the finite product is similar. It suffices to show that

are uniformly bounded as n —» oo. Since / expands Z). by a factor > ß,

we see that \v.¡ - q_/.f < ß~'\v. - q\*. Therefore, by 3.10, and the fact that

D is Cl+ß',

IIP,- - ß,.|f < C 2 ß-'lVj^-qj.f'+ß-'UPo-QoU*
1<'<7

<C ¿2(ß-ß')'\Vj-q/ß'+ß-JL\v-qfß'

<C'\v}-qf.
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Thus, \Vj - ?/ + ||P,. - ßj|f < C'\Vj - q/ß', and by 3.5,

\r(Vj) - J*(qj)\* < C"\v] - qf" < C"((ß-lrjf

= c"(ß-ß")"-j.

Taking the logarithm of Yl J* (v ¡) / J* (q ¡) gives
J J

Knl ̂  e iiog(/>,.))-iog(/*(*,))i

<   v   C"{ß-ß"rJ-   L> 6.
\<j<n J

for some 0 between J*{v}) and /*(<?). But since T/ and IT/"7 are

bounded respecting  | f, the  0    are bounded away from  0  and logfT  is

dominated by a convergent series C1" J2(ß~ ) . Hence, the finite product

Y\J*(vj)/J*{v'j) is uniformly bounded. If \vn-qn\* and \v'n-q'n\* are small

while n is large then the same estimates show that the finite product approxi-

mates the infinite one.   Q.E.D.

Now we exponentiate D , D', i;,etc. down into M and write J(vt) for the

Jacobianof Tf restricted to the tangent plane to exp(Z>) at exp^), respecting

the smooth Riemann structure; similarly for J(v'^) etc.

3.15. Corollary. On a hyperbolic block, the infinite product Y[J(q¡)IJ{.q\) con-

verges uniformly and the finite products Yl\<j<nJ(vj)/J(v'i) stay uniformly

bounded as n -> oo.

Proof. We estimate \J(q„)-J{q'„)\ as < C{dist{Tn,T^)}ß where Tn, T'n are

the tangent spaces to exp(Dn), exp(D'n) at exp(vn), exp(u^) and "dist" refers
1 4- fí

to the distance in the Grassmannian. For / is of class C p . Exponential

coordinates distort distance and norm by a bounded amount; we can estimate

this distance between tangent planes in the exp chart and be sure of our answer

up to a factor near 1. Thus,

{dist(r„ , T'n)} < C'BE(f(p)){\qn -q'X + \\Q„ - Q'n\\*} < C"(l + e)"{ß-ß"f

and since e < p - 1, this means that \J{qn) - J{q'n)\ converges exponentially.

Therefore, as above, the corresponding product converges and it does so uni-

formly over the hyperbolic block. (Note that the constant C" includes the

value of the e-slowly varying comparison function BE at p and BE is constant

on the hyperbolic block.) The corresponding analysis for the finite products is

similar.   Q.E.D.

So far, we have concentrated on the case of hyperbolic orbits, but that was

mainly for simplicity. Let H be a Borel set of regular orbits in M and as-

sume the Lyapunov growth rates X for (9 c H are always different from some
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X0. Dividing H into pieces, we may assume that the Lyapunov exponents are

bounded away from X0 and the pseudo unstable and pseudo stable bundles,

EpuááC$E\        EpsáMC$E\

k>Xa A<X0

have constant dimension. Then we renorm THM as we did in 3.3, using X0

instead of 1. We can integrate Epu as follows. First, pull everything back to

H x X x Y where H x X, H x Y are trivialized versions of Ep" , Eps.

Suppose XQ > 1. Then the graph transform method works quite naturally

when we replace the usual norm of a section by the norm

N{a) = sup\s(x)\/\x\,

s being the fiber component of a section o in Sec ' that vanishes at x = 0.

See [HPS, p. 54]. The resulting unique /-invariant section oy , interpreted in

M, gives the /-overflowing pseudo unstable manifold family Wp" tangent to

Epu . It is unique.

Suppose X0 < 1 . Then no unique family Wpu exists, but we can construct

one locally /-invariant family tangent to Epu as follows. Take the pull-back

of/ to H x X x Y = E which is defined only on D and globalize it to some

f:E*D. Using a slowly varying bump function, it is possible to make / = Df

near infinity, while the C difference between / and Df remains small. Then

follow the /-graph transform process globally since / is global. Since Tpsf

contracts, we continue to deal with bounded sections, vanishing at 0, under the

sup norm. The graph transform produces a unique /-invariant section af . It

is C   and its image is tangent to H x X at 0. Interpreted in M, <7; gives a

locally /-invariant family of C1 discs Wpu tangent to Epu . The family Wpu

depends on which globalization is chosen and it is not unique.

If / is a diffeomorphism then the corresponding analysis of the pseudo

stable manifolds proceeds by looking at /~ . If / is an endomorphism then

the methods of [HPS, §5] apply. See also §5, below.

Next, we state a theorem incorporating these ideas. We assume, as usual,

that f:M*D is a Cl+ß diffeomorphism, 0 < ß < Lip, and H is a Borel set

of regular orbits. We assume that the growth rates along orbits in H lie interior

to a fixed set of compact intervals /,,..., I¡ and I¡ < I¡_x < ■ ■ ■ < Ix. The

notation / < /' means that t < t' for all tel, t' € /'. For example, if H

consists of just one orbit, we could take 7( to be a small interval containing the

/ th growth rate Xi. Correspondingly, we have a generalized Lyapunov splitting,

THM = El®---®El,    £(=f0Z?\        1 <*'</.

3.16. Theorem. Tangent to each E¡ in a generalized Lyapunov splitting is a

locally f-invariant family of C +ß   discs Wi = {^,(z)}z€//.
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The number ß' is positive and depends on the spacing of the growth rates.

This and the question of higher differentiability of the discs is discussed in §6.

See Theorem 6.6. If 7, > 1 then Wx is unique; if I¡ < 1 then W¡ is unique.

Sketch of proof. Fix /' and group the Lyapunov spaces E- as

Ef " = Ex © • ■ • © E,,       G¡ = Ei+X © • • • © E,.

According to the preceding discussion there exists a locally /-invariant family

Wp" of Ci+ß discs tangent to Ef" . Making the same construction for f~x

respecting the splitting

Efs = /},©••■©£,.,        Gfi = £,._, ©•••©£,

gives a locally f~l-invariant family Wps tangent to Efs. Local /~ -invariance

and /-invariance are equivalent. By construction the discs Wpu and Wps form

flags Wfu c W2pu c • • • C Wpu, and Wfs D Wf 3 • • ■ D W/* . Define IF,, to

be the transverse intersection W?" n W(pi. Then W¡ is C , tangent to ^ ,

and W¡={W.(z)} is locally /-invariant.   Q.E.D.

Let us apply 3.16 to the case of center manifolds. We assume there are just

three intervals Is < Ic < Iu and  1 G/c.   Correspondingly,  THM splits as
E" © Ec © E5.

3.17. Corollary: Pesin Center Manifold Theorem. Tangent to E", Ec, Es

there are locally f-invariant families of Cuß' discs Wu, Wc, Ws. The

families Wu, Ws are unique.

Proof. Uniqueness follows because it corresponds to the pseudo unstable case

with X0 > 1.   Q.E.D.

Finally we remark how this invariant manifold theory extends to flows. Let

/, be a Ci+ß flow on M. The Oseledec analysis applies to the time-one map

/, of the flow, producing a Lyapunov splitting along most orbits. It is invariant

under the flow due to its uniqueness and the Chain Rule. Call

euu = @e\     ec = ®e\     ess = @e\

x>i X=l A<1

The orbit ¿f(p) = {ft{p): t G R} is weak hyperbolic if Ec is spanned by

the vector field generating the flow. By 3.16, 3.17 there exist unique locally /-

invariant families of discs Wuu , Wss tangent to Euu , Ess. They are called the

strong unstable and strong stable manifolds. By uniqueness and commutativity

of the time-r-maps of the flow, one checks that for t > 0, ft{Wuu(p)) d

Wu\ftp) and ft{Ws\p))cWs\ftp). Hence,

3.18. Corollary. Along weak hyperbolic orbits of a flow, strong unstable and

strong stable manifolds exist, are unique, and are of class C      .
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4. Absolute continuity

In this section, we prove Theorem 2—absolute continuity of the Wu and

Ws laminations. Our proof is a modification of what we did in our treatment

of the absolute continuity of the horocycle foliations for Anosov actions in

[PS1]. The biggest obstacle here is that the Three Discs Lemma of Anosov [A]

is not available. Instead, we use an overcovering argument; see 4.1. In fact the

proof we give below provides an alternate proof of absolute continuity in the

uniformly hyperbolic Anosov case.
1 4- R

As usual, we assume the diffeomorphism f: M *D is of class C , 0 <

ß < Lip, and cf is a weakly hyperbolic orbit. Through q ,q g Wu p , p G ¿f,

draw s-dimensional, smooth discs D and D' transverse to Wup . We want to

investigate the Wu holonomy map from D to £>'. See § 1 and Figure 1.

Let us first make a motivating digression about what we could do if differ-

entiability and uniformity problems were trivial. Imagine that Wu is a C°°

foliation. Then it induces a smooth holonomy map h: D —► D' and we could

try to calculate its Jacobian at q ; this is exactly what we want to do even when

Wu is neither smooth nor a foliation. Imagine also that *V is another C°° u-

dimensional foliation whose leaves are fairly near those of W" in the C sense.

Imagine that we have been told exactly what are the Jacobians of the holonomy

maps along the 'V foliation (at all pairs of points q , q ) and imagine that in

terms of them we hope to calculate the Jacobian of h .

Under /-iteration we can expect fncV ={ Wu as n —► oo. (This is the utility

of the graph transform method.) Thus, the Jacobians along fn<V, hn: D —► D',

can be expected to converge to J(h), the Jacobian of h . Another way to express

J(hn) is by commutativity of the diagram

f-"D —!H—> f~"D'

D h"   .     D'

where h0 is the uniterated ^-holonomy. Thus,

where qn = f~"(q), q'n = hQf~"(q), and /(/""), J{f") are the Jacobians of

the restriction of /~" , /" to the appropriate inverse image of D or D . The

beauty of Jacobians, of course, is that they regulate infinitesimal area-change

and, being real numbers, they commute. Also, the chain rule for derivatives

becomes a product formula for Jacobians.

We have said that it is reasonable to expect J(hn) —> J(h). Thus, to calculate

J(h) we would "only" have to know J(f~") at various points and J(hQ) at

qn . This last factor should tend to 1 because, since qn and q'n are asymptotic

as n —► oo, the ^-holonomy expressed by h0 takes place across a shorter and
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shorter distance. Taking the limit and commuting the Jacobians, one would

predict that

; = 1       /    'QKJ '

In fact, this formula is true in the weak hyperbolic case, but we are going to prove

something easier—the product above converges and a multiple of it bounds the

Radon Nikodym derivative of the holonomy.

First we state and prove a covering lemma that may well be a standard fact,

since its proof is so straightforward. Let K be a subset of an s-dimensional

metric space W. We want to cover K efficiently by ¿-neighborhoods—we

want few of the neighborhoods to overlap. We assume that the neighborhood

of K is quasi-Euclidean at scale S in the sense that for each p eK there exists

a homeomorphism <p from the 4¿-disc in R* onto a neighborhood of p in W

such that <p(0) - p and <p has low distortion:

3/4 < d(<p{x), (p{x'))l\x - x'\ < 4/3.

4.1. Overcovering Lemma. K can be covered by ô-neighborhoods in W such

that fewer than 8* of them overlap at any point.

Proof. Let A be a maximal ¿-separated set in K; i.e., d(a,a) > ô for all

distinct a , a G A and no point p eK is farther than ¿ from A. It is a Zorn's

lemma argument to prove that A exists. Then {Ws(a)} covers K and the \ô-

subneighborhoods of the a G A are disjoint. Fix any a0 e A and suppose

that N - 1 of the Wg(a) intersect Wg(aQ), say a .*= a., i — 1,... , ¿V - 1.

Then Wi&(aQ) contains the N disjoint sets Wgj2{a>), i = 0, ... ,N - 1. The

image of the quasi-Euclidean homeomorphism <p0 at a0 contains Wu because

<p0 distorts distance by at worst the factor |. Thus, we get N disjoint sets

<Pq {Wg.^a^)), each of which contains a Euclidean disc A( of radius 3¿/8. See

Figure 8. Therefore, Narea(Z)3(5,g) < area(Z)3(5), and hence N <8S.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2: Absolute continuity. We prove absolute continuity of the

^""-holonomy maps. It suffices to do so locally for the ^"-holonomy

maps, P being a single, small hyperbolic block. (By Wp we refer to the lam-

ination of unstable manifolds based at points of P.) For by 3.6 and 3.13,

Wu is the union of / Wp over countably many iterates of countably many

hyperbolic blocks, and all questions of measure zero are insensitive to count-

able union. Likewise, global holonomy maps are built up from local ones by

composition. In particular, we need only deal with hyperbolic blocks contained

in ß?{x), the set of weak hyperbolic orbits whose growth rates lie outside the

interval [t_1 ,x].

Choose ß and e, l<(l+e)3</¿<T, and let | f be the adapted Finsler

supplied by 3.3. By 3.13, applied to /~ , we may assume that on the saturate

H of our hyperbolic block P there are defined e-slowly varying Borel radius

functions,  r and r , and  Wz{r) contains a fairly flat s-disc Gz  of radius
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Figure 8. Controlled overlap

r'(z), z e H. The i-disc Gz is the graph of some map gz: Esz(r') —► Ez (r1)

and \gz\a =t 0 as \k\ — oo , z <= /*P .

Now consider p0 e P and draw smooth discs Z), Z)' of dimension 5 =

m-u which cross W"{r) transversely. Because P is small and Wu is C1-

continuous on P , we may also assume that each Wu{r), p e P , crosses D

and Z>' transversely at unique points, say y and y . We call the union of

these points y = Wp(r) n D , the shadow of 3^" on D , and denote it by S.

The 2^"-holonomy map is a homeomorphism /z : S —» 5', yn/ where 5' is

the shadow of Wp on Z)'. (Although S , S' need not be compact, h extends

continuously to a homeomorphism from S onto S'.) We may assume that P

is small enough and D , D' are close enough together that S, S' are bounded

away from dD , dD1. This is what we mean by h being a local holonomy map.

See Figure 1 in § 1.

If Z c S c D and Z has (Riemann) measure zero then we must show that

h(Z) has measure zero in D'. First we show that the neighborhood of f~"S

in f~"D is quasi-Euclidean at scale ¿n , where Sn = \r\f~" p). The natural

metric on f~nD is d{x,x) ~ the infimum of the arc-lengths of C paths

in f~nD that join x Xo x , the smooth Finsler | | being used to measure
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arc-length. We must find low distortion homeomorphisms <p of RJ(4¿J onto

neighborhoods of points of f~nS in f~nD as in 4.1. See Figure 9.

Let D,D' be the lifts of D , D' to TpM, D = exp"1 (D), D' = exp"1 (£>').

We think of them as trial s-discs in T M. When it is simpler, we write r'n

for r\rnp), Wsn for W)_np, etc. Call yn = /""(y) and yn = ^\yn),

where y = Wup(r) nZ>. Thus, /(?„) = ?„_,, yn e Wun{r), and \y/ - 0 at

an exponential rate (1 +e)//¿. Since | f is comparable to | | be an e-slowly

varying function Be, \yn\ —► 0 at rate ( 1 + e) //¿. Since ( 1 + e) < ß, this rate

is faster than the rate at which the radius r'n may shrink. Thus, yn lies in (and

very near the center of) the fairly flat i-disc Gn c f~nD that is supplied by

3.13; in particular, 7is(yn) G Esn(r') where ns is the orthogonal projection of

THM onto Es. Let in: Ri -» Esn be an isometry that sends 0 to ns(yn) and

define q> as the composition

<p(x) = expn ograph(gJ o in(x),       x e R'(4¿J ,

where Gn is the graph of gn . Since \yn\ —<• 0 at a faster rate than ¿n ->

0, /n(RJ(4¿J) c ^(r'). Since \gn\a =4 0 as « -► 00, by 3.13, it follows

that çj distorts arc-length very little. That is, cp has low distortion and the

neighborhood of f~"S in f~"D is quasi-Euclidean at scale ¿n, for n large.

The same is true of f~nS' in f~nD'.

Now suppose that Z c S C /)■ and Z has (Riemann) measure zero. We

must show that h(Z) has measure zero in D'. We write |^4| to indicate the

Riemann measure of a set A , if no confusion arises. It is enough to prove that

there is a constant J such that for any small disc A c D , |A(A)| < 7|A|. For

Figure 9. Fairly flat parts of ugly discs in M
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the zero set Z c S can be covered by countably many of such A's whose total

measure is < e/J. Then h(Z) is covered by countably many sets h (A) whose

total measure is < e ; hence \h(Z)\ = 0. Instead of h(A) it is more accurate to

write h(A n S). We assume A is small enough that the disc of twice its radius

at the same center still lies in D .

Since the neighborhood of f~"S in f~"D is quasi-Euclidean at scale ¿n ,

the same is true for any subset of f~"S ; e.g., /""(AnS). By 4.1, /~"(AnS)

can be covered by discs R¡ of radius ¿n in such a way that at most 8* of

them overlap. We are going to over cover An(.R(. nS„) = i?-, where Sn = f~"S

and hn : Sn -» S'n is the ^"-holonomy map, hn = f~" o h o /" . Note that

d(w , hnw) -»0 ata uniform rate ((1 + e) //¿)" where w G f~nS, since P is

a hyperbolic block. Here, d(w , hnw) refers to the smooth Riemann metric on

M.
Take any R¡, double its radius, call the answer R¡, and "push it across"

from f~"D to f~nD' as follows. Let yn = f~"{y) be the center of R¡, and

call y'n = f~"(y') where h(y) = y . Since f~"D and f~nD' contain fairly

flat s-discs G„ and tí„ of radius r' at v   and v' , there exists a í¿-plane in
n n n * n J n 7 r

TM whose parallel translates near Í?. are approximately perpendicular to R¡.

We push along it, from f~"D to f~"D'. The distance we push across is not

significantly more than the distance from yn to y'n , and this is substantially

less than the radius of the disc being pushed. During such a short, nearly

perpendicular push, distance is changed very little. (Shape, on the other hand,

is changed a great deal.) Thus, when pushed across to f~nD', i?(. becomes a

neighborhood of y'n, R'n and R'¡ contains a disc at y'n of radius 3¿w/2. But

hn{R¡ C\Sn) = R\ is contained in a disc at y'n whose radius is nearly ¿n . (The

radius is no more than ¿„ + iZ(id„, h) where id„ : f~"S —» M is the inclusion
n K    n      n* n    J

map and iZ(idn , hn) —* 0 at a faster rate than ¿n -> 0.) Hence, hn(R¡) c Zt|.

See Figure 10.

Since hH(R¡) c R'¡, {Zfy is a covering of /~"(A(AnS)). The volume of

i?| is comparable to that of R¡ because pushing across is a smooth operation

applied to a well-controlled object and doubling the radius multiplies the volume

by approximately 2s. That is, |Z?'.|/|7\!.|, is uniformly bounded, say by R .

Now for n large we estimate £V |/"(i?')|. By 3.15, the Jacobian of /" at

any point of Z?( is comparable to the Jacobian of /" at a point of )?|. That

is, /(/" , z')/J(f" , z) is bounded, say by J0, for z e R¡, z e R'¡. Thus,

i/"(/<;)i/i/"(z?,.)i < rj0.

At most 8* of the f"(R¡) overlap and all of them are contained in the dou-

ble of A, say Â. Their total volume is at most 8J|A|. The volume of A is

approximately 2S|A|. Hence,

|A(A)| < ¿ |/"i?;i < £ |/"*;i < RJ0 ¿2 1/"*,I < ̂ oS^IAI.
j I 1
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push-across

Figure 10. When pushed across, Z?( becomes Z?¿ and

R'i still covers R[ = hn(R¡nSn), Sn = f~"S being the
nXh shadow

Thus, J = RJ0(16)S is a constant that compares the volume of A (A) and A.

From the existence of / we know that h is absolutely continuous.   Q.E.D.

5. Endomorphisms

The stable and unstable manifold theorems are theorems in the neighborhood

of an orbit. If /: M —* M is not a diffeomorphism we have comparable

theorems in the neighborhood of a full orbit, i.e. a bi-infinite sequence {x¡} e Z

such that Xj - f}~'(x¡) for any j > i. It is not even necessary that / be a

local diffeomorphism at the x¡, that is Tx f need not be an isomorphism. We

2 Actually a stable manifold theorem can be stated for positive half orbits and an unstable

manifold theorem can be stated for negative half orbits.
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reverse the order of definitions so that we may proceed directly to the stable

manifold theorem.

Definition. We say that the full orbit {x¡}ieZ of the endomorphism f: M -> M

is weak hyperbolic if there is a 7/-invariant splitting T M = Esx © E" . A

constant 0 < X < 1 and for any e > 0, functions Ae{x¡) such that

(a) (i) \Tx/n(v)\ < AB(x,)X*\v\ for all v&Ex. and all «>0,

(a) (ii)  \TXif-"(v)\ < A^x^lvl  for all v e E".  and all n > 0, and

Txf"\E"  is invertible so (ii) makes sense.

(°) <K,'E"xyx^AMi)-

(c) ^(x;.)<(l+e)|j-",4£(x(.).

The unstable and stable manifold theorems remain essentially unchanged for

asymptotically hyperbolic orbits of endomorphisms. Here we use cr+(/?_) for

ß > 0 to mean Cr+ß" for all 0 < ß' < ß .

5.1. Theorem. Let f: M —> M be C and {x¡}ieZ an asymptotically hy-

perbolic orbit. Then there are maps

wu(X¡) e CiHfi-\Eux¡(ru(Xi)) ,<(r„(x(.))),

w'(xi)eClMp-)(È'Xi(rl{x,)),El{rs(xl)))

such that ru, rs are slowly varying functions of xi.

(ii) W"(x¡) = expx (graph w"(x¡)) is a family of f-overflowing invariant

discs through x¡, f(Wf(x¡)) D Wf{f{x¡)) tangent at x. to Eux¡. Up to

restriction Wf(xi) is unique. The points of Wf (x t) are characterized by

z e Wf(x¡) iff d{z ,x¡) < r(x¡) and for j < i 3zj with d(Zj ,x¡) —> 0,

d(z.,Xj) < r(Xj) and f'~\z.) = z. In this case d{z.,x)X~" —* 0.

Any family of "trial" unstable manifolds {W'(x¡)} reasonably close to

{Wf{x¡)} locally converges to {^"(x^} under f" iterations as n —»

oo. The convergence occurs in the C +{p~> sense.

(iii) Wsr(x¡) = expx (graph ws(x¡)) is a family of f-invariant discs through

x¡, f(Wsr(x¡)) c Wsr{f(xi)) tangent at xi to E'x . Up to restric-

tion W*(x¡) is unique. The points of Wf(x¡) are characterized by

^ € Wf(x,) iff d(f"(X¡) ,/"(z)) < r(xi+n) for all n > 0 and in this

case d{fn{xi),fn{z))X~n - 0. Any family of "triar stable manifolds

{W'ix^} reasonably close to {fV^{x¡)} locally converges to {Wf(x¡)}

under inverse graph transform.

(iv) If f is Cr for r > 2 or Cr+ß for r > 1 then the stable and unstable

manifolds are Cr and Cr+(ß~].

Proof. The proof of the theorem is precisely as the Unstable Manifold Theorem.

The renorming is similarly accomplished. It is irrelevant that Tf    \E   exist or
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be bounded. The distances are measured in the max metric in TVM. The only

difference is that graph transform is defined slightly differently for the stable

manifolds as in [HPS, p. 56].

This is the graph transform approach alluded to in [RS]. A more general

theorem for endomorphisms is true for any split in the exponents as for diffeo-

morphisms but we leave it as an exercise for the reader. An almost everywhere

stable and unstable manifold theorem is true for endomorphisms as well. This

is proven by [Ru and M1 ] even in infinite dimensions for compact operations

and was announced in [RS]. It depends on an Oseledec theorem for endomor-

phisms; we state a theorem with the functions AE included. We rely on [Ml

and Ru] and follow the notation of [FHY]. It is simpler to work on full orbits so

we let M = lim, M, be the inverse limit, that is the subset of YIM consisting

of full orbits. A point in M is a sequence. Let f.M^M be the induced

map. / is a homeomorphism; it is simply the shift map. If we let II: M —> M

be defined by ñ({x¡}¡eZ) - x0, ft/ = /ft and ft maps the set of invariant

Borel probability measures for / onto the set of invariant Borel probability

measures for /. The tangent bundle of M, TM pulls back to TM on M

and Tf extends to ff :

TM -^-» TM

i i

M   —£— M ,

Tf is a continuous bundle endomorphism covering the homeomorphism / of

the compact base so Tf is a linear map on each fiber and 3K > 0 such that

\\ff\\ <K for any meM.

5.2.    Theorem. There is a Borel set f c M which has the following properties:

(i)   f is invariant under f and has measure 1 for every f-invariant prob-

ability measure on M.

(ii) For every met, in — {m¡)iez thereisan integer k anda Tf-invariant

splitting of the tangent space

TmM = Ex(m¡) © • • • © Ek(m,) © /=■„(/«,.)

and numbers X, (m) > ■■■ > X(m) such that
1 '

(a) The E¡ 's, F^ and X 's are Borel measurable functions.

(b) TflEÂrrij) is an isomorphism 1 < j < k.

(c) Hm„_+00 1 log \f fv\ = A/m() for all 0 # v e £,(m,.), 1 < j < k.

(d) lim I log | f/B 1^(^)1 = -oo.

(e) If O ̂  v¡ G F^rrij) and there are v¡ e F^m,) for j < i such that

Tf'~J(Vj) = V) then Hm>_>oo }log|wy.| = -oo.
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(f) FJjn^ = KimJoG^mJ where Tmifn'\K(m¡) is identically 0 for

some ni and TflG^m^ —► G00{mi x) is an isomorphism.

(g) Given e > 0 there is a Borel measurable function A< : f -► (1, oo) such

that for all m et

(i)   <(£j.(m,.),£/(m,))-1 < A^m,), <(©*=1 ^(m/)(F00(mJ.)^, < AJmJ,

and A^mjZil+ef-U^m,).
(h) Lei A G R. Denote by Bx E the subset of t which consists of points

m such that X¡{ñt) £ [X-e,X + e], i = i,...,k(m). This set

is f-invariant. For m e Bx let Esm = ©^^^(w) and E^ -

0A<A E^fh). Then there exists a real valued Borel measurable func-

tion Ae defined on Bx    such that for every m in BÁ

(i)   to SEI, Vn>0, \Tmof(v)\<AE(m)\v\e{X-e)n,

(ii)   VveEl, V«>0, \Tmorn(v)\<AE(m)\v\e-{X-e)n,

(iii)  Va?gZ, Ae(fn{m))<AE{m)e£lnl.

We sketch a proof of this theorem, relying on all the linear theory already

in [Ml or RS]. Let K{m) = {v e TmM\Tf"{v) = 0 for some n > 0}.

This is the "eventual kernel" at m. Thus dimAT(/(m)) < dim K(m) since

Tfm: K(m) - K(f(m)) and in fact K(m) = (Tf{m)fylK(f(m)). If we con-

sider the set of points such that dim K(f(m)) < dim K(m) then we see by

Poincaré recurrence that the measure of this set is 0 for any invariant measure

M. Similarly we let V(m) = f)Tm_nfn(Tm_nM) for m £ M and n > 0.

This is the ultimate image. V(m) c Tm M and TfV(m) c V(fm), since

TmJ: TmQM —► TfmQM. Now V(m) can drop dimension along orbits only

on sets of measure 0 again by Poincaré recurrence and we may suppose that

TMM = K{m)®V(m). TfM: V(m) —<■ V(f(m)) is an isomorphism of bounded

norm and ff\K(m) = 0 for some n . ff(K(m)) c K(fm). Now we may

apply the Oseledec theorem to the subbundle V = U^e^ V(m) of TM. For

every orbit we have a splitting Ex(mj) © Z?2(m(.) ® ' ' ' ® EÁmd ® ^oo^) an<*

exponents Xx > ■ ■ ■ > Xk . Now we can make an arbitrarily small measurable

perturbation to make ff(K(m)) —► K(fm) isomorphisms thus producing an

exponent for Tf\K{m), Xk+X less than Xk . Applying Mané Theorems A and

C in the nonsingular case now will complete the argument for (a)-(g).

As in [FHY] we want to let

Ae(m) = sup \\Tfkmf \Efkm\\e

kez

e(m)= *>Ç l|7>*(*)/   \EfkmWe

k€Z

and, finally, Ae(m) = sup(,4£(rà) ,AE(m)). We only have to prove that Ag(m)

and A Am) are finite in a set of total probability 1 .
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Let CE{rh) = sup\\Tfnm\EsM\\e~(k~e)n . Since \\Tf\\ is bounded, there is a

constant B > 0 such that Ce(m) < BCE{f{m)). Thus for <t>{m) = logC£(m) -

logCE(frh) we have 4>{m) < logZ?. logCE(m) is measurable, by Lemma III.8

of Mané for any ergodic measure p

This establishes that AE(m) is finite on a total probability set.

Now DE(m) = supn>0||r/_"|/i^||e_ £ defines a measurable function

by [Ml] since we are in the injective case. There is a constant B such that

BDe(f(m)) > DE(m), since \\Tf~n\El\\ < \\Tf-{n+l)\Ey\ ||r/|j£|| and the

second factor is bounded. Thus logZ? > logZ)£(m) - \ogDE(f(m)) and we pro-

ceed as above.

As an immediate corollary we have

5.3. Corollary. Let f: M —► M be a C endomorphism and let ß be an

invariant measure for f with no zero exponents. Then for almost all full orbits

of f there are stable and unstable disc families which are Borel, vary subexpo-

nentially along orbits and are invariant.

Proof. Let v be an invariant measure on M which projects to p. It has the

same exponent; see [RS] for example.

6. Higher differentiability

In this section we generalize the Cr-Section Theorem of [HPS]; see also [S].

Then we read off the corresponding—and sharp— Cr-Pesin Stable Manifold

Theorem for r > 1.

We assume that H is a Borel subset of our manifold M and that h: H —► H

is a Borel bijection. Let 3§E be the set of e-slowly varying Borel functions

B: H -* (O.oo). That is, 1/(1 + e) < B(hp)/B(p) < 1 + e for all p e H. It
is easy to see that ¿%E is closed under sums, positive multiples, convex combi-

nations, and pointwise convergence. Besides, if B ,B' e3§ then their product

belongs to 3§E»3§E, which we denote by 3§E2. Clearly, 33] = 3$E, where

l+e' = (l+e)2.

It will be useful to consider functions with growth rates 3§E^ where the

exponent /? depends on r, the degree of differentiability of the dynamics, and
y

/i{r) — 7>   .A handy property of /i, whose verification is left to the reader, is

(1) (*+ 4 +//»(0)/*(0 </*('+!).       r^°-

Definition. The C' -size of a Cr function f(x) is |/|Cr = |/|0 + |/|r where

|/|0 = sup 1/001 and I/], = sup{||Z)'/||: 1 < i < r}. If / = f(p,x) for
peu then we say that / is of class C[ provided that its Cr-size is ¿%E-

bounded. That is, for some B e 3$E and all p e H, \f(p , -)|c, < B(p). The

domain of definition of f(p , •) may depend on p.
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Let X, Y be fixed Banach spaces and consider E — H x X xY as a trivial

7-bundle over H x X. Let r ,Re3§E be given. Call

D = {(p , x , y) e E: \x\ < r(p) and \y\ < R(p)}.

We think of D as a "trivial disc bundle of varying radius". Its base space is

the "varying product" H xr X = {(p , x) e H x X: \x\ < r(p)} .

A section of D is a map a: H xr X —► D of the form

o{p,x) = (p,x,s(p,x)).

The function s is called the fiber component of a . Under the norm

|a| = sup{|s(p ,x)\/R(p): (p,x)eHxrX},

Sec(Z)) is complete.

Let us consider a fiber contraction of D , i.e., a map F: D -> E making the

diagram

D      —^ E = HxXxY

1 I
H xrX —^ HxX

I I
H      —*—► H

commute and satisfying

(a) F(D) n(HxrXxY)cD and k = supLip(F(p,x, •)) < 1.
(b) b embeds each p x X(r(p)) onto a subset of hp x X which contains

hp x X(r(hp)).

By "Lip" we refer to the Lipschitz constant. The constant Ä: < 1 is called the

fiber constant of F . Correspondingly, the base constant of F is

a = iJ\HP,x)-b{p,x')\:{px)Apxl)eH \
\ \x-x\ J

The fiber constant measures how sharply F contracts the fibers and the base

constant measures how sharply b expands the base.  We do not assume that

a > 1 .

Definition.  F is an r-fiber contraction, r > 0, if it is C£ and

(2) ka~\\ +e)Ar) < 1    for all 5 , 0 < s < r ,

/¿{r) being the exponent 3 referred to above. For any r > 0, this implies

that k(l + e) < 1 . Note that if e = 0 then the fibers of D are uniformly

bounded and F is a uniform r-fiber contraction in the sense of [HPS, p. 80

and SI.
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We see that F defines a natural map F#: Sec(Z>) -> Sec(D) by

F#(a) = Fo(Tob~l\HXrX.

Equivalently, image(F#a) = F(image(a))C\D . We call F# the graph transform.

If F#(o) = a then we say that a is an F-invariant section.

The following result is the key to §6. It is more general than the Cr-Section

Theorem of [HPS] in that the bundle where F is defined has unbounded fibers

and the derivatives of its fiber component are unbounded as well. It is less

general in that the uniform assumption ka~r < 1 replaces the pointwise as-

sumption sup^ kxa~r < 1.

6.1. C[-Section Theorem. An r-fiber contraction has a unique invariant section

oF and it is of class Cg where 1 + ¿ = (1 + e)^'.

Remarks. The fiber contraction F in 6.1 is once less differentiable than the

diffeomorphism / in §3. See 6.2. Finer estimates would let /i be replaced by
■y-\

the smaller exponent 2      - 1.

It will be useful to understand some of the higher order properties of matrix

inversion. Recall that Inv: si *D is defined as Inv(^) = A~ where A e s/

and sf is the set of invertible operators on some Banach space E. It is well

known that Inv is smooth—in fact, analytic. Let us observe that

(Z)iInv),(ß1,...,5j) = (-ir^^1^(1)^-1Zi^-1...5/)(^-1

p

where p ranges over all permutations of {1 , ... ,s} and Bx , ... ,Bs are op-

erators on E. For (D lnv)A(B) - -A~ BA" and if the above formula is true

at stage 5 then by Leibniz' Rule

D(Dslnv)A(Bx,...,Bs+x)

= (-l)sJ2(-WlBs+lA-lBpiX)A-l---Bp{s)A

s+\'

-In     ,-l„      .-1      „      .-1

+ (-l)A-iBp{x)A-iBs+xA-l.-.Bp{s)A-1

+ ... + {-l)A-iBp(x)A-l--.Bp{s)A-iBs+xA-1

which is exactly the formula predicted at the s + 1 stage. In the proof of 6.1

we use this formula to say that Ds Inv is uniformly bounded on the set s/(p)

of A with \\A~ || < ß. In 6.3 we use

(3) Ds Inv is uniformly Lipschitz on sf (/¿).

It is interesting that (3) does not follow from the Mean Value Theorem, since

j/(/¿) is not convex. To verify (3) one "detelescopes" the difference A~lB (1)
—i —i       '—i '—i '—i

A    ■■■Bp{s)A    -A     B ,X)A     ■••B^A      into 5+1 terms with a factor of

A~   - A ~    in place of successive A~ 's.  Then one estimates this factor as
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\\A l -Á~\\^\\A~{A'Á~x -A~xAA~\\<ß2\\A-Ä\\ and gets (3). In fact,

Lip^Invl^^+l)!//*2.

It will also be necessary to use the Higher Order Chain Rule. For the com-

position of Cr functions the HOCR says

D'if o g)x(vx ,...,Vr) = J2(D'f)gX(Dy8)AVy)
y

where the multi-index y ranges over all partitions of {1 , ... ,r} into disjoint

nonempty subsets y: yx U • •• U yt = {1,... ,r), and v means (vx, ... , vr)

arranged into blocks (i> , ... ,v„ ) where d„ is the block of vectors v; with

j G y i. The ordering of the v. inside a given block is irrelevant by the sym-

metry of higher derivatives. Likewise Dyg is the Muple of multilinear maps

(D'y,'g, ... ,D'y,'g) and its ordering does not matter because D'f is symmet-

ric. Note the welcome absence of numerical coefficients in the formula; we have

not collected equal terms. The sum has < rr terms and so

(4) \fog\r</\f\r\g\rr.

In the same way, if Qz and Rz are composable linear operators depending C'

on z then by the Higher Order Leibniz Rule,

D\QZ ° Rz) = É ( \ ) (D'-'QZ) o (D'Rz).
i=0 ^   '

Thus,

(5) |ôz°Ziz|c,<2'|ôz|c,|Z<z|c,.

Proof of'6.1. Let r = 0. Since k(l +e) < 1 , F§ contracts the complete metric

space Sec(Z)) into itself. The subset of continuous sections is closed and F-

invariant, so the unique fixed point aF of F# is continuous. Since aF covers

the identity map on HxrX and D has ^-bounded fibers, aF is of class C£ .

But for r = 0, 1 + ¿ = ( 1 + e)3 > 1 + e , and so oF is of class Cg as claimed.

Let r = 1. Consider the action of F on prospective tangent planes to the

image of aF. A plane at z is sent by (DF)z to a plane at F(z). Since aF

is a section, the planes we consider will be graphs of linear maps P : X —» Y ;

i.e., P e L(X, Y). We write the derivative of F at z as the matrix

{DF)   =(¿z    B\ Az:X^X,    Bz:Y^X,

K     )z     \Cz   Kz) '        Cz:X^Y,    Kz:Y^Y

with respect to the X and Y variables. Thus,

<^(?Hc::£;)
Since F preserves fibers of D, Bz = 0 and since b is an embedding, Az is

invertible. Thus, the natural action of F on P e L(X, Y), considered as a
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plane at z e D , is PF: P \-*(C + KP) o A  ' . In terms of bundles,

D x L{X , Y) -££- E x L(A" , Y)

i i

D —í—► £

commutes and Pi*" is affine on fibers. It is Cr_ and contracts fibers more

sharply than the constant ka~ < 1, because the minimum expansion of A is

at least a and ||ATZ|| < k .

We cannot immediately assert that PF has an invariant section because F

is not an appropriate base map. Being part of (DF)Z, Cz is ^-bounded.

Choose B e3§E and a large constant c such that

(6) \\Cz\\<B(p),       zeD,

(7) (I + e){l + ck)a~l < c.

Consider the trivial disc bundle (of varying radius)

L = {{p ,x ,P) e H xr X x L(X ,Y): \\P\\ < cB{p)}.

Like D, L has ^.-bounded fibers. Define LF on L by

LF(p ,x,P) = (b{p , x), PF{z , P)),

where z = oF(p , x). Thus, LF - b x (PF o aF). By choice of c in (7),

\\PF(z , P)\\ < [B(p) + kcB(p)]a~l < (1 + e)B(hp)(l + ck) < cB(hp),

whenever (p ,x ,P) e L and z — aF(p ,x). Also, the fiber constant kcT of

LF obeys (ka~l)(l + e)A°] < 1 by (2) with r=\=s. Thus, LZ^ is a 0-fiber

contraction of L,

L      -±?-> HxXx L{X , Y)

HxrX —^-^ HxX.

Let xF be its unique invariant section and let tF be the fiber component of

xF . We claim that tF is the derivative of sF , the fiber component of aF ,

dsc(p ,x)

This implies that oF is C1 .

We follow the same path as in [HPS]. Consider the set Sec'(D) of sections

of D whose slope over p x X(r(p)) is < cB(p). It is closed in Sec(Z)). For

the slope of a section over pxX(r(p)) is just the Lipschitz constant of its fiber

component.   We observe that Sec'(Z)) is carried into itself by F#.  For DF
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carries any plane of slope <cB(p) ax z onto one of slope <cB(hp) at F(z),

and therefore F never increases the slopes of secants from being < cB(p) to

being > cB(hp). Hence, the unique fixed point oF of F§ lies in Sec'(D).

Next we consider two local sections a, a of D which agree at the point

(p,x0). We assume they have slope <cB(p). Under F§, o and a' become

local sections which agree at b(p,x0) = (hp ,Ç0). Let Ax be the Lipschitz

constant of s - s' at (p , xQ) where 5 , s' are the fiber components of a ,a'.

That is,

\s(p,x)-s'(p ,x)\
-vo A0(".<O lim sup

\X Xn

Let A«   be the Lipschitz constant of the difference of the fiber components of

F#o and F#a' at (hp , ¿;0). Compare them:

\g(a(b-^))-g(a'(b-xQ)\
A« = lim sup

"»—•Co IÉ-Í,oi

< lim sup k
x-*x0

\s(p, x) - s'(p ,x)\ \x - Xt01

\X Xr.
< kAr a—        x0

-1

where b(p ,x)

(9)

oí lí-íol

(hp , £,) and g is the fiber component of F . Thus,

Ar < ka    A, .
Co — •*<)

For any z0 — aF(p , x0), let Xz   be a local section of D defined in a neigh-

borhood of xn such that the image of X    is an affine plane A    parallel to the

graph of tF(p , Xç.) and passing through z0 . See Figure 11.
Zil

Call

A(p) = sup{A   U   ,aF): x0 6 X(r(p))} ,
Xo K   z0

A   (X   ,oF) being the Lipschitz constant of X-x0v"z0 '    F

Since x
zo

oF at xQ.

.F is ^-bounded and oF has ^-bounded slope, A(p) is a 3§t-

bounded function. By naturality of F# , F#(XZq) is a C1-local section such that

pxY

hpxX-

Figure 11. The effect of F on A,   and ov
zo r
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the tangent plane to image(F#AZo) at FzQ is AFzg. Thus,

(10) A(hp)<ka'lA(p),

by (9). However, any ^£-bounded function obeying inequality ( 10) must vanish

identically. For if A(p) ^ 0 then A(h~"p) > (ka~l)~nA(p) and this quantity

grows too fast for A to lie in 3§E. But A = 0 is exactly what (8) means. Hence

aF is C1 and DoF is ^-bounded; i.e., aF is of class C£ . Since /?(1) = 27,

e < ¿ , and oF is also of class Cxs , completing the proof of 6.1 : r = 1.

Let r > 2. We are assuming that F is an r-fiber contraction:

(2) ka s(\+e)Ar) < 1,       0<s<r,

k and a being the fiber and base constants of F . Consider the same tangent

fiber contraction as above,

L      -tí-» HxXxL(X.Y)

I I
H x X —b-^ HxX

Its fiber constant is ka~   and its base constant is a. Define e   by

l+e' = (l+e)r+l+{r-l)Ar-l].

To apply 6.1: r -\ to LF with e replaced by e', we must show

v-l
(11) the C     -size of LF is 33E, -bounded.

(12) (ka V i(l+e')^(r l) < 1   for alls, 0<s<r-l.

It is immediate that (1) and (2) imply (12). To check (11) is harder. We

estimate the Cr_1-size of LF via the HOCR. Since LF = bx PF o aF , and b

is of class C£ , it is enough to worry about PF o aF . Since e < e', the fibers of

L are ^,,-bounded, and we just need to estimate |PF o aF\r_x . By (4) we see

that

(13) \PEooF\t<t'\PF\t\aF\\,        \<t<r-\.

We must estimate |PF|, where PF = (Cz + KzP) oA'1. The HOCR applied

to A~  = Invo(z i-> Az) gives

DiA-l=Y,D\\m)AtfAz
y

where y ranges over partitions of {1 ,...,/'} . Now our initial remarks about

inversion come into play. Since the norm of A~ is uniformly bounded, the

higher derivatives of Inv are bounded and we see that DlA~l is ^'-bounded.

On the other hand, Dl~'(C + KP) is ^/-bounded due to the facts that F
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is of class C£ and P is ^-bounded. (Note that these estimates apply to

derivatives involving P as well as z .) Thus, by (5), |PF| is 3$2+t-bounded.

By induction we get to assume that

(14) aF is of class C[ where 1 + ^ = ( 1 + e)^(i),       0 < t < r - 1.

Thus, by (13) and (14), |LF|( is &2+'A'}-bounded, 0 < t < r - 1. Taking
t — r - 1 gives (11).

Now we can apply 6.1: r — \ to LF and conclude that its unique invariant

section ffLF is of class Crs7x where 1+ S' = (l+e')Mr~l) < (1 +e)Ar) = 1 +3 .

But according to (8), aLF is just the tangent plane field to oF . Therefore, aF

is of class Cg as claimed.   Q.E.D.

6.2. Corollary. If the diffeomorphism f:M -* M is of class Cr, r being an

integer > 2, then the stable and unstable manifolds of weak hyperbolic orbits are

of class Cr.

Proof. We consider a Cr~ -fiber contraction F which, roughly speaking, is the

effect of Tf on prospective tangent planes to Wu . We show that F satisfies the

hypotheses of 6.1 and conclude that the tangent plane field on Wu is Cr_1 —
i.e., Wu is C.

Instead of dealing with just one orbit, we may as well work with all orbits

passing through a small hyperbolic block P . As in §3, let ( , )* be the adapted

inner product over the saturate of P and let H be the disjoint union of the

iterates H = [Jf"(P). Let X = R" and Y = Rs with their standard inner

products. Any two inner product spaces of the same dimension are isometric

(this is why dealing with norms and Finslers alone is not good enough); let

i: H x X x Y —► EUH © ESH « THM be an isometric isomorphism carrying

H x X to EUH and H x Y to ESH . (We identify H x X with H x X x 0,

etc., and we assume that /' covers the identity on H.) Since P is small, Eu

and Es are uniformly continuously trivial over it. For by 3.7 they extend to

continuous trivial bundles on its closure. Thus, we may assume that i is a

homeomorphism of each fnP x X xY onto TfnpM. (In §3, points in H are

called " z "; here, they are denoted by " p ", and " z " refers to a point in D .)

As in §3, let / be the lift of / to TM via the smooth exponential. Using

/', pull / back to a map i* f defined on a neighborhood D of the zero section

in H x X x Y. That is,

D      -££-* H xXxY

[• ['

TM(\) —^        TM.

For notational simplicity we shall call f = i* f and thus speak of f as a

map defined on D. As with /, we write f(z) = (f(p),fp(x,y)) where

z = (p, x , y) e D . The norms we use on D will be written | | and |  ||, but
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they correspond isometrically to |   ' and |    ' in TM. In particular, if we

express Df as

wy.-(> k'Y
AZ:X^X,    BZ:Y^X,

Cz:X^Y,    Kz:Y->Y

then, uniformly over p e H, A0 is an expansion, KQ is a contraction, and

C0 = BQ = 0. Choose constants fc and a such that supp ||Ä"0||<A:<l<a<

inf m(^0). (Recall that the minimum norm, or conorm, of an operator A is

defined to be m(A) — inf{\Av\: \v\ — 1}. For invertible operators, m(A) =

||y4_1||_1.) Choose and fix an e > 0 so small that

(15) (ka~l)a~s(l+e)Ar) < 1    for àll s, 0 < s < r - 1.

As in 6.1, /i(r) = 3 . (Note that the existence of e follows from k < a and

koTr < 1 ; we do not need to use k < 1 < a, so the proof below can be modified

to handle the nonhyperbolic case too. See 6.6.)

By 3.4 there exists a Borel radius function r e 3$E such that D contains

H xr (X x Y) and on this subset / is uniformly C -approximated by its

derivative (Df)0. That is, ||/iz-/l0|| is small, ||Z?z|| is small, ||Cz|| is small,

\\Kz -K0\\ is small. Presently we say how small is small. For simplicity, assume

H xr(X x Y) equals D . In fact / is so nearly fiber preserving that it has an

invariant section oy

f
D      —¿—» HxXxY

°f

HxX —5—►    HxX,
r

where b — n o f o ay overflows the base. This section af is merely the local

expression for W"— Wf(p) = i o aÂp x X(r(p))), and /-invariance of ay

means that f °of ob~x = a, on H xrX. This follows from /-invariance of

Wu . In fact o, is the unique section of slope < 1 which is /-invariant. By

3.8 we know that of is C1 and C1-bounded. We must prove that a, is Cr.

In fact, we assert

(16) of is of class C'u¡ where 1 4i/, = (1 4- e)An , 1 < t < r.

Let t = 1. Since af is C1-bounded, it is certainly C^ .

Assume (16) is true up to and including some t, 1 < t < r — I. As in §3

we consider the Df -action, P/, on prospective tangent planes to the image of

a,. If P e L(X, Y) with ||P|| < 1 and P represents such a plane at z G D

then

P/(z , P) = (Cz + KzP) o (Az + BzP)~l
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represents its Df-image at f(z). Clearly, P/ is of class Cr~x. We define

F = b x (Pf o oy), so F(p,x,P) = (b(p , x), Pf(of(p , x), P)) and

H xr X x Lx —£—> HxXx L(X, Y)

1 I
HxrX      —b—> HxX

commutes. By L, we denote the unit ball in L(X, Y). (In the notation of

6.1 this F would be called L/.) We proceed to observe that F is a fiber

contraction. If P eLx then

||P/(z,P)|| < {||CZ|| + \\Kz\\}\\(Az + BzP)-X\\ < ka~X < 1.

For ||CZ||, pz|| are small while \\KZ\\ \\A~X\\ is nearly equal to \\K0\\ \\A~X\\,

which is < ka~x . Similarly if P ,P' e Lx then

||P/(z , P) - P/(z , P')|| < \\Kz\\ ||P - P'H \\(Az + BzP)~l\\

+ {\\CZ\\ + \\Kz\\}\\(Az + BzP'yl\\ \\Bz\\ ||P - P'H \\(Az + BzP)~X\\

<ka~X\\P-P'\\.

Finally, (Db)x = Az + Bz o Ds^ , where z — aAp , x) and s, is the fiber com-

ponent of af , and so the base constant of F is > a. These three requirements

(||P/(z,P)|| < l,etc.) specify how small is small—i.e., how closely we require

(Df )0 to uniformly approximate (Df )z.

We are going to estimate the C'-size of P/on,. This is similar to the

analysis in 6.1. First we observe that \f\r is ^-bounded. For respecting the

smooth inner product on TM, D1 f is uniformly bounded, and thus,

1107,11* = ̂ P{\D'fp(vx.v,)\m- hf = ••■ = |t/,f = 1}

</?(//>) sup ||Z>7||(V2)'

follows from the comparison of ( , )  and ( , )*, B being an appropriate

element of 38t.  The C' size of / in D is the same as the C'  size of /

respecting | |*. Hence, |/|r is ^-bounded.

As in 6.1, |(^z+Z?zP)"'|i is ^'-bounded, 0< t <r-\. Clearly |Cz+#zP|,

is ^-bounded since ||P|| < 1 . Therefore, by (5), the C'-size of P/ is 33E+X-

bounded. But by (4), |P/ o af\t < t'\Pf\t\of\'t, and so by (16 : t),

(17) |P/ o af\t is &E, -bounded where 1 + e' = (1 + e)'+x+'A'\

By (1) and (15), (ka~x)a~s(\ + e')A'] < 1, 0 < s < t. Therefore, by (17),

6.1 can be applied to F and so its unique invariant section aF is of class Cs,

where l+¿' = (l+e')A'} < (l+e)A'+X) = l+i//+1 . Thatis, aF isofclass C'„m .

But oF is just the tangent plane field to af by uniqueness of the former and
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Z)/-invariance of the latter and so we have shown that a, is C¿+: , completing

the proof of (16 : t + 1). Hence, of—i.e., Wu—is Cr.   Q.E.D.

Remark. We also showed that the rth order tangent to Wu(p) varies contin-

uously as p varies in the hyperbolic block P. For af is Cr~ over each

/"P.
Finally, we show that Wu is of class Cr+ß when / is. To do so, we gen-

eralize 6.1. This involves dealing with Holder functions that have unbounded

domain and target—an awkward topic. If | | is a norm and ß e (0,1] is a

constant, it will be convenient to write

'|jc| = max{|x|, 1*1*} = |
|jc|     if|x|>l.

Let g(x) be defined on a convex set and let ß e (0,1] be given. Consider the

two conditions:

(a) \g(x) - g(x')\/\x -x'\ß is bounded for all x,x  with 0<|x-x'|< 1.

(b) \g(x) - g(x')\/ß\x - x'\ is bounded for all x,x   with |x-x'|/0.

Clearly, (b) implies (a). Let us check the converse—in fact the constant in (b)

is no more than twice that in (a). Assume |x - x'| > 1 . By convexity, [x ,x']

can be divided into subsegments x = x0 < • • • < xn — x such that [x;_, ,x¡]

has length 1 for \ < i < n - \, while [x„_, ,x'] has length < 1. Then

\g(x) - g(x')\ < \g(x0) - g(xx)\ + ■■■ + \g(xn_x) - g(x')\

<H{l + --+\} + H\xn_x -x'f

< H\x -x'| + H\x -x'| = 2H   |x-x'|

where H is the bound from (a), proving (b). On the other hand, if |x -x'| < 1

then (b) is immediate. The bound in (a) or (b) is called a ß-Hölder constant of

g. If g is of class Cr and Drg has /?-Hölder constant H then the Cr+ -size

of g is \g\0 + \g\r+ß where \g\r+ß = \g\r + H.

Definition. If g(p,x) is of class C in x, r > 0, and if the Cr+*-size

of g(p, ■) is ^.-bounded then we say that g is of class CE+ß. If F is a

fiber contraction and it is of class C£ then we say that it is an (r + ß)-fiber

contraction provided that

(18) ka~s (\ + e)Ar+ß) < 1    for all j, 0<i < r + ß.

6.3. C£ Invariant Section Theorem. The invariant section of an (r + ß)-fiber

contraction is of class Crs+ß where 1 + ¿ = (1 + e)Ar+ß).

Proof. LeX aF — id xsF be the invariant section of F and write F as b x g.

Define
,  -ß     -u      Í a  p    if a > 1 ,

/¿ = maxa     ,a    ) = \    _, ~
(a it a < 1.
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(This ß is different from the ß in §§3, 4.)   Let x, = b~x(p,x) and x'x =

b~ (p ,x). Since b expands more sharply than a, we see that if \xx -x[\ > 1

then
ßl 'il 'i   ^      -1| 'l   ^        ßi i\

|x, - x, | = |x, - x, I < a    \x - x | < p   \x - x \.

On the other hand, if |x,-xj| < 1 then *|x,-x¡| < a~ß |x-x'|* < p *|x-x'|.

In either case, Lip(¿>~ ) < /¿ respecting ß\\:

ß\ l\   ^        ßl 'l

|x¡ - xx\< ß *\x - X \.

Let r = 0. As in [S, p. 46] we use F-invariance of oF to estimate

A„ = M*„)-M*«)I

where x^ = b~"(p ,x) and x'n = b~"(p ,x). Let Hn be the /^-Holder constant

of F over h~"(p). Then

A0 = \sF(p,x)-sF(p,x')\ = \g(xx ,sF(xx)) - g(x\ ,sF(x'x))\

< \g(xx ,sF(xx)) - g(xx ,sF(x'x))\ + \g(xx ,sF(x[)) - g(x[ ,Sp(xx))\

<kAx +HX ß\xx -x[\ <kAx +Hxß *|x-x'|

< < k"An + ß{Hx + ■■■ + Hn(kß)"~x) ß\x - x'\.

As n —* oo, k"An —»■ 0 because the radius of D is ^-bounded and ( 1 +e)k < 1

since F isa 0-fiber contraction. Similarly, since H e3§& and since kß(l+e) <

1 by (18), the sum in curly brackets converges,

n=\

Thus, if c is the constant (1 + e)/{l - kß(\ + e)} then

\sF(p,x)-Sp(p,x')\ =A0<cH0 *|x-x'|

for all x ,x e X(r(p)). The same estimates show \sF(h~"p ,x)-sF(h~np ,x')|

<cHnß\x-x'\ for all x ,x e X(r(h~np)). Thus, aF is of class CE+ß and

6.3 is proved for r = 0.

Let r > 1.  We know that aF  is Cr and DaF is found as the invariant

section of the (r - 1 )-fiber contraction

L      -^ HxXxL(X.Y)

HxrX —?—+ HxX,

where LF = b x PF o oF , and PF(z , P) = (Cz + KZP)A~ ' . We want to apply

6.3: r - 1 + ß to LF, so we must estimate its Cr_1 -size. To do so it is

convenient to generalize the composition formulas (4) and (5) to the Holder

category.
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Suppose that / and g are C      functions defined on normed spaces, r > 1,

and ßLip(g) refers to the Lipschitz constant respecting ß\ \ :

ßLip(g) = supß^-g(;f\
p x -x

Then

(19) \fog\r+ß < (r+\)r+\f\r+ß\g\rr+ß{\ + ßLip(g)}.

By (4) it suffices to worry about the /^-Holder constant of Dr(f o g).   Lex

z = g(x) and z' = g(x'). By the HOCR,

\\Dr(fog)x-Dr(fog)xl\\ = Yá{Dtf)z(Dyg)x-(Dif)z,(Dyg)xl
y

< E \\(D'f)z((DlyAg)x - (dMS)x.- (DMg)x)\\
y

+ ■ ■ ■ + E \\(D'f)z((DMg)x.(DMg)x - (DMg)x,)\\
y

+ EW(D'f)z-(D'f)zM(Dyg)x,\\
y

< rrr\f\r\g\'-l\g\r+ß ß\x - x'l + rr|/|r+„lslrr ß\z - z'\

< (rr+i+rr){\f\r+ß\g\rr+ß}{\ + ßLip(g)} ß\x-x'\.

Thus, by (4)

\f ° g\r+ß = 1/ « g\r + Zi-Hölder constant of Dr(f o g)

< rr\f\r\g\rr + (rr+X + rr){\f\r+ß\g\rr+ß}{\ + ßLip(g)}

<(r+l)r+l\f\r+ß\g\rr+ß{l + ^LiP^)}.

which is (19).  Similarly, if Qz and Rz are composable linear operators that

depend Cr+ß on z then

,r+li

(20) \QzoRz\Cr+ß<2^'\Qz\Cr+ß\Rz\Cr+ß.

In our case ( 19) gives

(21) \PF ocTF\r_x+ß < rr\PF\r_x+ß\oF\r-_Xx+ß(l + ßUp(oF)).

-i
To estimate |PF|r_1+„, we start with Az   .  Recall that sé'(ß) is the set of

--i.invertible A: X -» X such that \\A    || < /¿. By (19),

(22) \A~z\_x+ß < rr|(InvUw)|f_1+4l^|;:¡+/í{l + 'ljp(^)}.

Now ßLip(Az) < max{l, Lip(Az), (Lip(Az)ß} .   For ßLip(Az) is the supre-

mum of the ratios *||^z - A ,\\/ß\z - z'|.   If all these ratios are < 1  then
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Lip(Az) < 1. On the other hand, if the numerator is > 1 then the ratio is

< Lip(Az). Finally, if the numerator is < 1 and the ratio is > 1 then it is

<Lip(Az)ß. Thus,

(23) ß L\p(Az) is 3$t -bounded.

Combining (3), (22), (23), we get

(24) \A~ \Cr-,+ß is ^-bounded.

Next, \\Dj(Cz + KzP) - Dj(Cz, - Kz,P')\\ is estimated as

\\Dj(Cz + KzP)-Dj(Cz+KzP')\\ + \\Dj(Cz+KzP')-Dj(Czl+Kz,P')\\

<\F\r\\P - P'\\ + \F\r+ß(\ + \\P'\\) ß\z - z'\

<|F|r+/l4-||P'||){V-P'||+ ß\z~z'\},

which shows that the /f-Holder constant of Dj(Cz + KzP) is ^"/-bounded for

0 < j < r - 1. Thus,

(25)

Then, by (20), (24), (25),

(26) \PF\r_x+ß is ^£2+'-bounded.

The next factor in (21) is |fff|¡!l¡+« • By induction we get to assume that oF is

of class Crs7X+ß where 1 +¿' = (\ + e)Ar~x+ß). Thus,

(27) Ki-\+ß is 3fE(r-X)Ar-x+ß)-bounded.

It remains to estimate ^Lip^). By 6.1, we know that af is Cx  and since

it is a section, its Lipschitz constant is > 1.  Call Ax = x - x   and AaF =

oF(p ,x) - GF(p ,x). If |AaF| < 1 then |Ax| < 1 and

ß\AaF\lß\Ax\ = \AoF\ß/\Ax\ß < Lip(oF)ß < Lip(oF).

On the other hand, if |AaF | > 1 then

"p¿ = \^A < J^£l < Lip(af ).
'|Ax|      ^IAxI       |Ax| FV F'

(25) \CZ + KzP\Cr_l+ß is 3S] -bounded.

Consequently,    Lip(af) < Lip(aF). In the proof of 6.1 we showed that aF is

of class c\ , so Lip(af) is ^-bounded; i.e.,

(28) ß Lip(af) is 3§E -bounded.

Combining   (21),   (26),    (27),   and   (28)   shows   that    |PF o aF\r_x+ß    is

^,2+r+(r-iwr-i+/,)+i_bounded  sjnce b is of class c'+ß this implies that

(29) LF = b x PF o aF is of class C[7x+ß ,
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where 1 + e = (1 + ef+r+('-W-W. By (18) and (1),

(30) (ka~X)a's(l+S)Ar~X+ß) < 1    for all s, 0 < s < r - I + ß.

But (29) and (30) say that LF is an (r-l+ß)-hber contraction with e replaced

by e . By induction and (1), its unique invariant section aLf is of class Cg~x+ß

where 1 + ¿ = ( 1 + e)Ar+ '. But aLf is just the tangent plane field to oF and

so oF is of class Cg+ß .   Q.E.D.

6.4. Corollary. If the diffeomorphism f: M —» M is of class C , r + ß> 1,
í/ie« í/ie stable and unstable manifolds of a weak hyperbolic orbit are also of class

Cr+ß. (Thus, r = 1 and ß>0 or r>2 and ß>0.)

Proof. We revert to the notation of the proof of 6.2. Let a,: H xr X —► D be

the unique /-invariant section of slope < 1. Its image is merely Wu viewed

in the adapted exponential coordinates. Choose and fix an e > 0 so small that

(31) (ka~X)a~s(l + e)Ar+ß) < 1    for all s , 0 < s < r + ß.

By 3.8 and 6.2 we know that of is Cg, where 1 +¿' = (1 +e)Ar). We want to

show that a, is Cg+ß where 1 +¿ = (1 +e)Ar+ß^. To do so it suffices to prove

that the (r - 1 )-fiber contraction F = bxPfoo, is actually an (r - 1 + /?)-fiber

contraction with e replaced by e and 1 + e' = (1 + e)x+r+{r~1)/,(f_1+". For

then by (1) and 6.3 applied to F , we see that oF is of class Cg~x+ß . Since

Op is just the tangent plane field to a,, this means that oy—i.e., Wu—is of

class Crs+ß as claimed.

Estimating the Cr~ -size of F is similar to the calculations in the proof

of 6.3. First, the Cr -size of / (— i*f) is its Cr-size plus the /?-Hölder

constant of Dr f. The latter is found from

||(Z>7), - (Drf)z,\\* < B(fp)\\(Drf)z - (Drf)z,\\(V2)r
ß\v _ t'i* ./TTo ß

tß

z-z'Y Vl/2 p\z-z

<B(fp)(^2)r+X\f\r+ß

since |z - z'|* > J\\z - z'\ implies

/.*
\z - z \   = max{|z - z \    ,\z - z \ }

> max ( (y/¡)' \z - z'f , yß]z -z'\\>y/l ß\z - z'\.

The function B belongs to 3§E. Thus, \f\r+ß is ^.-bounded.

Second, we estimate \(Az + BzPyx\r_x+ß just as we did in (22)-(24). It is

^/-bounded. Similarly, Cz+KzP has ^-bounded Cr~x+ß-size. By (20) we

conclude that

(32) P/ has 3$x+r -bounded Cr~x+ß -size.
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By induction we get to assume that

(33) Wfl-i+R is S?{T-l+ß) -bounded.'fh-1+ß

ßFinally, since of has slope < 1, Lip(oy) is bounded. Combining (31), (32),

and (33) via (18) we see that

(34) |P/ o of\r_x+ß is ^+'+('-'M-1+/0 _bounded.

Since b = nofoof it follows from (18) and (33) that the Cr~x+ß-size of b

is ^£1+(r-1Wr"1+/0-bounded. From (34),

(35) F = b x P/ o of is of class C~X+ß

where 1+e -(l+e) '

Moreover, from (31) and (1),

(36) (ka~X)a~s(l+e)Ar~X+ß) <l    for all 5 , 0 < 5 < r - 1 + ß.

(35) and (36) mean that F is an (r - 1 + Z?)-fiber contraction of L with e

replaced by e . Hence, oF is Cg~l+P and of, Wu are Crs+ß.   Q.E.D.

The preceding analysis has assumed that the diffeomorphism / is of class

Cr for a finite r. Now assume that / is C°° . By 6.2 we know that the local

unstable manifold Wup(p) of a weak hyperbolic orbit is Cr for any r, but the

radius p on which this is true may depend on r. By construction, p varies

slowly—so slowly that \J f~''(W'fnp(p)) is the global unstable manifold of p.

See 3.8. Thus,

6.5. Corollary. If the diffeomorphism f is of class C°° then so are the unstable

and stable manifolds along a weak hyperbolic orbit.

Finally, we analyze the pseudo-hyperbolic case. Let us assume that H is

an /-invariant Borel set of regular orbits whose growth rates X are confined

to a fixed set of compact intervals I¡ < ■■■ < Ix. See 3.17. (In the hyperbolic

case there are only two intervals, Z2 > 1 > Z, .) According to 3.17, tangent to

E¡ = @xe¡ Ex there exists a locally /-invariant family of discs Wi = {Wt(p)} ,

peH.

6.6. Theorem. The discs W¡(p) are of class C andaré C Borel func-

tions of p e H provided that the diffeomorphism f is Cr+ß, r + ß > I, and

/,+, < (/,)* <Ii_lforall s,  l<s<r + ß.

Proof. This requirement on the intervals is a "spacing condition" on the growth

rates. By (I)s < Ï we mean that ts < t' for all tel, t' e i'. If / = 1 or

i = I then only half the hypothesized inequality makes sense. Call Ii = \ai ,b¡].

Fix an /. By assumption, for all 5, 1 < s < r + ß ,

Z,+1 < (/,)' => bM < a],

('f)'<'i-i=**?<<W
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Group the Lyapunov spaces E. as in 3.17,

£f" = £,©••• © Et,    Gt = Ei+X © • • • © E,.

There is a locally /-invariant family of discs Wpu = {Wpu) tangent to E?" .

The tangent planes to these discs are located by the iteration of Tf on trial

tangent planes—i.e., they are located as the L/-invariant section oLf where

Lf = b x (P/ o af) as in 3.8, 6.2, and 6.4. The base map b is essentially /

restricted to Wpu, and so the base constant of L/ is the weakest expansion in

Wpu, namely a-ar The fiber constant of L/ is k = bi+xa~ because bj+x

dominates the largest growth rate in G¿. By the hypothesis that Z.+1 < (/.)*,

we-have ka~s < 1 for all s, 0 < s < r - 1 + ß. By 6.3, aL/ is Cr~x+ß .

Hence, Wpu is Cr+ß . The same analysis applies to /~ respecting the splitting

Eps © G'i where Ef = ©;>,■£, and Ci = 07</F, since (/,)' < /,._,. Thus,

Wps is Cr+ß and so is the locally /-invariant transverse intersection Wi —
WpunWps.   Q.E.D.

6.7.    Corollary. Over the set of regular orbits, let Eu = ®A>1 Ex, Ec = ®A=1 Ex,

and Es = @X<1 E . If the diffeomorphism f is of class C     , 1 < r + ß < oo,

then there exist C       locally f-invariant center manifolds Wc tangent to Ec.

Proof. We divide the set of regular orbits into saturates of pseudo-hyperbolic

blocks so that on each, the growth rates of vectors in Eu and Es are bounded

away from 1. Say they lie in Iu, Is and Is < 1 < Iu. If Ic is a sufficiently

small interval around 1 then Is < (Ic)s < Iu for all 5, 1 < s < r + ß and the

result follows from 6.6.   Q.E.D.
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